Allerdale Borough Council
Council – 17 August 2016
Boundary Commission Electoral Review – Council Proposal
The Subject of the Decision

The Local Government Boundary Commission for
England (The Commission) have informed the
Council that a review of council size and internal
boundaries will be conducted. This report sets out
the Council’s proposal and response to that
instruction.

The Reason for the Decision

The Commission use electoral reviews to look at
whether the boundaries of wards or divisions
within a local authority need to be altered. The
Commission conduct these reviews either to
ensure fairer representation at local government
elections after any significant changes in the
distribution of electors, or at the request of a local
authority for other reasons.
Allerdale Borough Council meets the intervention
criteria, as 10 of 31 wards (32%) have a variance
outside 10%. 1 of 31 wards (3%) have a variance
outside 20%. No ward has a variance outside
30%.
The aim of the Commission is to seek to deliver
electoral equality for voters in local elections.

Recommendations

That Members agree to:
1. Propose to the Commission that the
Council size reduces from 56 to 48
elected members
2. Propose to the Commission any
changes to Committees as set out in
section 4 of this report
3. Continue the cross-party approach in
stage 2 to keep all parties fully engaged
4. Continue with the agreed process to
review the remuneration of elected
members as part of the annual process
by the independent panel once the final
Council size is determined

Climate Change/Environmental
Implications

None

Community Safety Implications

None

Financial/Resource Implications

The Council currently pays a basic allowance of
£3,066.65 per member which equates to
approximately £24,500 which, if this proposal is
agreed, will no longer be required to fund the
roles. It is the recommendation of this report that
the decision whether to review the remuneration
of elected members is completed as part of the
annual process by the independent panel once
the final Council size is determined.

Human Rights Implications

None

Employment Implications

None

Health and Safety and Risk
Management Implications

None

Data Quality Implications

None

Equality Impact Assessment
completed

No, however see statement in Section 9

Wards Affected

All

The Contribution this Decision
would make to the Council
priorities

Creating a sustainable business

Is this a Key Decision

No

Portfolio Holder

Cllr. Alan Smith – Leader; Cllr. Barbara Cannon –
Portfolio Holder for Corporate Resources

Lead Member of Staff

Andrew Seekings – Corporate Director

1.0

Introduction

1.1

The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (The Commission)
have instructed the Council that an internal review of boundaries will be
conducted. This decision sets out the Council’s proposal and response to that
instruction.

1.2

The Commission use electoral reviews to look at whether the boundaries of
wards or divisions within a local authority need to be altered. The Commission
conduct these reviews either to ensure fairer representation at local government
elections after any significant changes in the distribution of electors, or at the
request of a local authority for other reasons.

1.3

An electoral review examines and proposes new electoral arrangements for the
whole local authority. These are:
•
•
•

The total number of councillors to be elected to the council: council size.
The names, number and boundaries of wards.
The number of councillors to be elected from each ward.

1.4

The review is likely to have implications for the whole local authority not just in
areas with high levels of electoral inequality.

1.5

Electoral reviews look at whether the boundaries of wards or divisions within a
local authority need to be altered. The Commission conduct these reviews either
to ensure fairer representation at local government elections after any significant
changes in the distribution of electors, or at the request of a local authority for
other reasons.

1.6

Therefore, Allerdale Borough Council has met the intervention criteria, this
includes 10 of 31 wards (32%) having a variance outside 10%. With 1 of 31
wards (3%) having a variance outside 20%. No ward has a variance outside 30%.
The list of wards with variation (+/- 10%) is:
Boltons (+10%)
Broughton St Bridgets (+18%)
Christchurch (+16%)
Dalton (+11%)
Derwent Valley (-10%)
Moorclose (-14%)
Moss Bay (-19%)
Netherhall (-15%)
Warnell (+22%)
Waver (+14%)
Wigton (+14%)
(Note: This is based on December 2015 registration data)

1.7

The Commission will seek to deliver electoral equality for voters in local elections
and conducts the review in two stages. The Council is currently in stage 1, which
determines the future Council size and is the basis of this report.

1.8

The second stage includes future ward patterns and determines ward size and
configuration. It is important to recognise that although work is required for the
Commission by 30th August on estimated electorate numbers in current wards by
2022 (this is ongoing), only at stage two will this be taken into account.

2.0

Background

2.1

The electoral review is an opportunity for the Council to shape our Council for the
future. On council size, the review will help the Council decide how we will
represent communities in the future and ensure that our governance
arrangements reflect the long term ambitions of the Council and our
communities. The Commission has made the commitment that when they come
to consider boundaries, they will aim to build electoral wards that reflect
communities and lock in electoral fairness for future elections, wherever possible
not breaking-up parish boundaries.

2.2

The Commission have stated that the outcome of the review is not predetermined. The Commission will only take decisions after giving careful
consideration to the evidence provided by the Council and local communities
throughout the process.

2.3

The local knowledge held by the Council, its members and officers, our residents
and communities will be valuable in helping the Commission come to their final
conclusions. It is clear from the Commission’s guidance that the best electoral
reviews are those where councillors engage with the process. The cross-party
model adopted by the Council is seen as best practice and the Commission will
take decisions on the strength of evidence provided during the review.

2.4

Any individual, group or political party can submit a proposal for stage one
against the Commission’s statutory criteria. Their guidance sets out that they will
keep an open mind about all proposals, whoever they are submitted by.

2.5

What is clear is that the electoral arrangements of the Council are about to
change and whatever the final Council size is at the end of the process, it is
intended that these changes will be implemented by the time of the next Borough
elections in 2019. Therefore, as part of stage 2, changing boundaries in one part
of the Borough area will inevitably have an impact on other areas. Most wards
are likely to experience a change to one or more of their boundaries, with the
potential for changes to ward names or number of councillors representing them.
However, the Commission commit to working with the Council to influence the
nature of those changes.

2.6

To date, the Commission has held an initial meeting with the Leader and Deputy
Leader, Chief Executive and Director to set out the reasons for the review and
the timescales. This was followed by an opportunity for all members to meet the
Commission at a presentation with a question and answer session. These
meetings are part of the process the Commission uses to make it as easy as
possible for elected members to influence the process. In addition to the
preliminary dealings with the Council, the Commission will hold at least two
phases of public consultation before they finalise the recommendations of the
review. The Commission encourages wide engagement with our communities
about the review so they can get the broadest possible spread of evidence.

3.0

Work to date including the Councillor’s survey and Cross-party group

3.1

A number of officers formed a project group to gather the evidence to propose
the future Council size. The project group has met with the cross-party group of
political leaders to agree the principles of the review and get feedback on the
evidence collected to date.

3.2

The cross-party group has included the Leaders of the Conservative,
Independent, Labour and UKIP groups. At the first meeting the group were
presented with the evidence gathered at that point. There was general, although
not unanimous, agreement that the evidence was pointing to the principle of a
Council size reduction of between 8 to 10 elected members.

3.3

The group set the officer project group a number of tasks and challenges to
gather further information which was completed by mid-July.

3.4

At the second meeting, officers presented the latest draft of the two key
documents. The final draft versions of these documents are attached as
Appendix A – Justification of the Council’s Submission and Appendix B – Current
position of the Council. These documents contain the detailed evidence gathered
that have led to the recommendations set out in this report. Following discussions
with the political Group Leaders, it was agreed with the Leaders of the
Conservative, Independent and Labour Groups that the evidence was robust and
agreed with the recommendation that the Council size should be reduced by 8
elected members. The UKIP Leader did support a reduction, however, proposed
a larger reduction.

3.5

As part of the gathering of evidence, all 56 elected members have been given the
opportunity to feedback about their current and future role through an on-line
survey. At this point, 39 members have completed the survey. An overview of the
survey results are set out in appendix A, with the full results attached in appendix
C.

4.0

Recommended Future Council Size

4.1

The detailed evidence base and narrative is set out in Appendix A, a summary of
the key points are set out below:


The overall position for the Council is that at present it has 56 members with an
electorate ratio of 1:1,329 which is slightly below the district average for Cumbria
of 1:1,361 and significantly below the average for our (CIPFA) nearest neighbour
group at 1:1,749.



After population changes by 2022 and factoring in the reduction to 48 elected
members, the future recommended ratio will be 1:1,550.



The spatial and geographical challenges mean that the Council believes that it
would be difficult to deliver a range of democratically mandated duties if it

reduced below this number. In particular, to engage effectively with residents,
partners, visitors and businesses.


The Council proposes that the Leader and Executive approach works well with
high levels of customer satisfaction, clear leadership priorities with a successful
track record of service and project delivery.



Attendance at meetings is varied and ranges from 92% at Development Panel to
70% at Community Scrutiny Meetings. The average attendance at meetings is
85%, the Council believes the future model will increase engagement.



After the Planning Peer Review the Council introduced a model including the use
of substitutes where each member of the 12 person committee each designated
party nominated substitutes. This has seen attendance at the committee meeting
increase to 92%. The intention would be for Development Panel to remain at 12
with substitutes.



The Council also recognises that the Scrutiny and Overview arrangements
through the current Corporate Scrutiny Committee and Community Scrutiny
Committee could be more effective and the Council has struggled on occasion to
engage members in key policy issues. It is therefore proposing a peer review is
completed urgently to determine its future governance and operational
requirements.



It is proposed to keep Licensing Committee and panels system as is, this allows
for rotation and feedback from members is that this committee works well, with
attendance at panels over 90%.



Audit Committee generally works well, however, with attendance at 77%, it is
proposed to consider the substitute system.



All other committees will remain the same.



The Council will continue its journey as a solutions-based organisation that
empowers its members and staff to make decisions that benefit all our
stakeholders. To enable this the Council will continue to invest in ICT to enable
members to be better informed and insightful about the needs of local
communities.



This type of Modern Council requires fewer elected members in the future
because technology is making contact and work easier, and our approach to
Community Leadership empowers local people and promotes a wider
understanding of the Council.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

Larger reduction – although the future size means that the electorate ratio
remains below the (CIPFA) nearest neighbour average, evidence in both

Appendix A and B set out the geographical and spatial challenges that affect the
Borough. It was agreed that the size of some current rural wards is already large
and that to go beyond a reduction of 8 elected members would make it very
difficult for members to fulfil their democratically mandated role.
5.2

Smaller reduction – as set out in Appendix A, a reduction of 8 elected members
poses a challenge to the future role, the cross-party group felt that it is
achievable through the use of new technology and insight, that means the
Councillor of the future is a facilitator for their communities and residents. A
smaller reduction would have taken the Council further away from the nearest
neighbour average and the Project Group and Cross-Party Group didn’t feel the
evidence justified a smaller reduction.

6.0

Financial implications

6.1

The Council currently pays a basic allowance of £3,066.65 per member which
equates to approximately £24,500 which will no longer be required to fund the
roles. It is the recommendation of this report that the decision whether to review
the remuneration of elected members is completed as part of the annual process
by the independent panel once the final Council size is determined.

7.0

Legal Implications

7.1

The Commission’s work is governed by the Local Democracy, Economic
Development and Construction Act 2009. Section 56 of the Act requires that the
Commission reviews from time to time every principal local authority in England
and makes recommendations about electoral arrangements, but not the external
boundaries of principal authorities.

8.0

Risk Management

8.1

The proposed reduction is challenging, however, the Council believes they are
achievable. The reduction does mean that in stage 2 there is a risk that some
ward sizes will be very large and this will need to be mitigated by clear
understanding of how communities work together. The continuation of the crossparty group will be essential in future to ensure all members get the chance to
influence this process and reduce the risk that ward patterns don’t work for
communities.

8.2

If the Council fails to put forward a robust case for its recommended council size
the Commission will make its recommendations on council size without hearing
and/or considering representations from the Council. The process has been
managed in accordance with the principles of project planning to ensure
deadlines are met as appropriate which has enabled data and evidence to be
gathered in a timely manner for consideration by Members.

9.0

Equality Impact Assessment Statement

9.1

The Council has looked at each of the protected groups and believes, at this
stage, there will be no detrimental impact on any of the groups. It does
recognise, however, that depending on the final Council size, this may change
and a full assessment may be required at that time.

10.0

Timetable

10.1

The Commission have agreed the following timetable with the Council:
Stage
Date
Final Council size submission from
30/08/16
Council
Preliminary data from Council
30/08/16
Commission Council Size Meeting
20/09/16
Warding Patterns Consultation
27 September – 5 December 2016
Lead Commissioner tour of authority
Mid-January 2017
Draft Recommendations published
07/02/17
Draft Recommendations Consultation 7 February – 3 April 2017
Final Recommendations published
06/06/17
Order Laid
01/07/17
New arrangements in place for
May 2019
Borough Elections

11.0

Recommendations

11.1

The Council is therefore asked to agree the following recommendations:
1. To propose to the Commission that the Council size reduces from 56 to 48
elected members
2. To propose to the Commission the changes to Committees as set out in
section 4 of this report
3. To continue the cross-party approach in stage 2 to keep all parties fully
engaged
4. To continue with the agreed process to review the remuneration of elected
members as part of the annual process by the independent panel once the
final Council size is determined

12.0

List of Appendices



Appendix A – Justification for Council’s Submission



Appendix B – Current position of the Council



Appendix C – Councillor Survey Results



Appendix D – Member Role Profiles



Appendix E – Member Development Strategy

Report Implications
Please delete where applicable.
Community Safety

N

Sport

N

Financial

Y

Leisure

N

Legal

Y

Tourism

N

Social Inclusion

Y

E-Government

Y

Human Rights

N

North West Regional

N

Youth Issues

N

European

N

Ethnic Minority Issues

N

National

Y

Older People Issues

N

Partnership

Y

Disability Issues

N

Heritage/Culture

N

Employment (external to the Council)

N

Planning Policy

N

Employment (internal)

N

Enforcement

N

Environmental/sustainability

N

Transport

N

Environmental/visual

N

Asset Management

N

Health

N

Health and Safety

N

Appendix A

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

1) Council size, Governance and Decision Making
Summary

Justification / Reasoning

Reducing the Council size to 48 will
provide sufficient capacity to run the
current Leader and Executive
model. The new model proposes
changes to the way some
committees will run in the future,
including building on the deputy
system that has been successful in
Development Panel.

The overall position for the Council is that at present it has 56 members with an
electorate ratio of 1:1,329 which is slightly below the district average for Cumbria of
1:1,361. The average for our nearest neighbour group is 1:1,749.

Key to the proposals is further work
on the Council’s approach to being
a Community Leadership Council
and enabling elected members to
use both technology and customer
insight to drive a different,
empowering relationship with their
communities.
The rural and spatial challenges
outlined in this document mean the
reduction is stretching, yet
deliverable, and is also the reason
why the Council doesn’t propose a
further reduction.

After population changes and factoring in the reduction to 48 elected members, the ratio
will be 1:1,550. This is based on an estimated electorate of 74,398 and projected
population of 96,310.
The spatial and geographical challenges means that the Council believes that it would
be difficult to deliver a range of democratically mandated duties if it reduced below this
number. In particular, to engage effectively with residents, partners, visitors and
businesses.
The Council proposes that the Leader and Executive approach works well with high
levels of customer satisfaction, clear leadership priorities with a successful track record
of service and project delivery.
Attendance at meetings is varied and ranges from 92% at Development Panel to 70% at
Community Scrutiny Meetings. The average attendance at meetings is 85%, the Council
would like to see this number increase.
After the Planning Peer Review the Council introduced a substitute model where each
member of the 12 person committee each designated party nominated a deputy. This
has seen attendance at the committee meeting increase to 92%. The intention would be
for Development Panel to remain at 12 with deputies.
The Council also recognises that the Scrutiny and Overview arrangements through the
current Corporate Scrutiny Committee and Community Scrutiny Committee could be
more effective and the Council has struggled on occasion to engage members in key

1
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Justifications for the Council’s Submission

policy issues. It is therefore proposing a peer review is completed urgently to determine
its future governance and operational requirements.
It is proposed to keep Licensing Committee and panels system as is, this allows for
rotation and feedback from members is that this committee works well, with attendance
at panels over 90%.
Audit Committee generally works well, however, with attendance at 77%, it is proposed
to introduce the deputy system.
All other committees will remain the same.

2) Community engagement and future role of Elected Members
Summary

Justification / Reasoning

Community Leadership Councillors
remain central to the Council’s
approach to meeting the challenges
and taking the opportunities
presented by perhaps the most
fundamental and far-reaching
changes ever faced by local
government. On 1st October 2015
the Council launched the
Community Leadership Council to
support members to act as
facilitators and enablers for their
communities and residents. The
future role further supports this
approach.

Unique in their role as democratically elected representatives of their communities and
with universal interest in all matters affecting their wards, towns and borough as a whole,
Councillors have a major contribution to make to real and effective roll out of the
Council’s priorities.
This will place a particular emphasis upon key aspects of how Councillors approach their
roles and especially their success in:
 Using ICT, intelligence and evidence to focus attentions on the right ward based
priorities and shape the right responses
 Developing a new relationship between the Council and its communities,
promoting self-help and self-reliance and maximising the contributions of the
communities themselves to action on local priorities
 Allow more time to influence and engage other organisations and individuals who
have a potential contribution to make to achievement of key outcomes

The Council believes that supporting THE CURRENT ROLE
It is important to understand that individual Councillors have more than one dimension to
Councillors to perform their
their role and must at all times balance the respective pressures and priorities of these
Leadership role through new
in the best interests of the Council.
2
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technology and empowering local
communities. A reduction of 8
members provides a stretching, yet
achievable target.

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

Most Councillors have a range of roles – all as a Borough Ward Councillor, some are
Parish Councillors, and some County Council roles - as a member of the Council their
first responsibility is to operate in the best interests of the Council and Borough as a
whole.
In addition to these core responsibilities, Councillors are also likely to operate in other
situations including
 Positions of special responsibility within the Council on Executive, Committees,
Panels and the equivalent
 Positions of responsibility on arms- length or equivalent organisations
 Leading or supporting partnership and community efforts to address local
priorities
 Promoting Allerdale’s interests at sub-regional, regional, national or international
levels
THE NEW ROLE
Community Leadership Councillors are at the very centre of the Council’s way of working
and will play a key role in helping the Council to embrace the challenges and
opportunities which it faces.
The existing role of a Community Leadership Councillor has many of the qualities which
will remain important as we move forward:
 Ambassador
 Trusted source, critical friend
 Champion
 Advocate
 Convenor, connector, enabler of action, problem-solving etc.
 Catalyst
 Facilitator
 Communicator
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Justifications for the Council’s Submission




Role model
Visible local leader

However, the next generation of our approach to community leadership will require
Community Leadership Councillors, as visible leaders within communities, as pivotal
influences in partnerships and as decision-makers within the Council, this ‘next
generation’ of Community Leadership Councillors will focus on:
Balance the roles and responsibilities of being a local representative and as
decision-making member of the Council most effectively
 Understand that Councillors have two core responsibilities, as local Ward
Councillors and as members of the Council and that both are of equal importance
Help the Council to strengthen its relationship with local communities
 Make continuing efforts to strengthen knowledge and understanding of the
communities and constituencies
 Reach out and engage with new or emerging communities of interest
 Ensure that Members can reach and communicate effectively with all parts of
their communities
 Understand the assets which exist in our communities, develop these and be able
to link and connect these in pursuit of outcomes
Place intelligence and evidence at the centre of decision-making
 Appreciate the value and importance of evidence and intelligence in making good
decisions
 Remain open to new perspectives which might result from improved intelligence
 Understand demands facing the Council and its partners and promote ways of
reducing or removing unnecessary demand
 Be proactive in embracing the use of evidence as a key pillar of community
leadership
 Know how to use ICT to source evidence and use it most effectively
4
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Justifications for the Council’s Submission



Help to strengthen the information upon which our understanding of
circumstances is based

Build the relationships we need to achieve objectives
 Strengthen our capacity to influence and persuade
 Act in ways which encourage others to make contributions
 Value the contributions of others
 Be ready to play a role within teams as well as lead them
Commit to developing skills, capacity and approach in order to perform the role
effectively
 Commit to induction and relevant personal development in order to perform the
role most effectively
 Maximise use of ICT in order to perform the role most effectively
Lead by example
 Be visible in communities
 Understand the pressures facing the Council and display appropriate behaviours
 Be a good ambassador for the Council
Work with senior officers
In order to further enable Councillors to deliver their role in their communities, the
Council has recently introduced a system in which its senior officers are assigned an
area to act as a champion. Ward members have the opportunity to work with the
manager assigned to their area to raise local issues and to encourage closer working
with officers. This role supports members by ‘unblocking’ common and frustrating issues
that aren’t getting resolved.
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Justifications for the Council’s Submission

3) What the future Council will look like
Summary

Justification / Reasoning

Our aim is to create a modern
Council that is agile and responsive
to the needs of our residents,
visitors, businesses and partners.
We aim to be the investment centre
of choice for business in Cumbria
and the wider North West area, and
the visitor destination of choice.
This type of Modern Council
requires fewer elected members in
the future because technology is
making contact and work easier,
and our approach to Community
Leadership empowers local people
and promotes a wider
understanding of the Council

The Council will continue its journey as a solutions-based organisation that empowers its
members and staff to make decisions that benefit all our stakeholders. To enable this the
Council will continue to invest in ICT to enable members to be better informed and
insightful about the needs of local communities.
The implementation of the ‘myward’ services, an interactive tool for all ward members
with dynamic information about their wards available at their fingertips, is an example of
how elected members have the information to respond immediately to residents’
requests for information, advice or service. The Council is currently out to tender for WiFi coverage in the Town Centres.
The opportunity to get dynamic, real-time data to members shouldn’t be underestimated
as it starts to redefine the relationship with residents and communities. It will reduce the
time Councillors will need to confer with Officers as they will have the answers at their
fingertips. In addition, the new MyAllerdale app means that Councillors will be able to
encourage residents to report issues directly, whilst being able to see progress.
As you can see from the section below on the Council Plan, the Council believes that the
strong Executive model with improved scrutiny and review arrangements will continue to
improve the lives of local people. The 2014 residents’ survey were the best satisfaction
results at ABC.
The Council’s core purpose will be to improve lives by delivering the best public services
and by working with residents, customers, partners, visitors and businesses. By
implementing the Council Plan, we will improve lives by continuing to deliver great
frontline services and also we will make a difference to residents in our communities by
tackling inequality for the most vulnerable in the area.
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We will also continue our focus on economic development and make the area attractive
to inward investment, create jobs, and work with local employees to help them utilise the
opportunities provided by the unprecedented economic growth in West Cumbria.
The drive to a technology and community leadership council is supported by the latest
evidence about the number of people in Allerdale who regularly use the internet in their
day to day lives. According to the Cumbria Observatory, 80% of residents in Allerdale
have access to the internet. Allerdale has the highest use of smartphones for mobile
internet than any other district in Cumbria and the 3rd highest use of tablets. In October
2014, 81% of customer interactions with the Council were online, compared with 11%
face to face and 8% on the phone.
The Community Leadership Councillor role is central to the Government’s policy on
localism and is part of the Council’s approach to meeting the challenges and taking the
opportunities presented by perhaps the most fundamental and far-reaching changes
ever faced by local government. This will place a particular emphasis upon key aspects
of how Councillors approach their roles and especially their success in:





Using ICT, intelligence and evidence to focus attentions on the right ward based
priorities and shape the right responses
Developing a new relationship between the Council and its communities,
promoting self-help and self-reliance and maximising the contributions of the
communities themselves to action on local priorities. The opportunities to use
social media to develop these relationships is already being exploited by some
members and this gives the Council a strong platform to use it further.
Strengthening our capacity to influence and engage other organisations and
individuals who have a potential contribution to make to achievement of key
outcomes

4) Council Plan
Summary

Justification / Reasoning
7
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Our Council Plan for 2015-19 is
centred around one concept –
AMBITION. Quite simply we want
the best for our citizens and
communities and we want to be the
best Council that we can possibly
be. That means providing the best
Council services but also playing
our part in delivering everything that
makes our borough a truly great
place to live, work and visit. That
means the best healthcare, the best
education, the best transport and
environment and the best chances
for our residents to lead full and
happy lives in the best houses with
the best jobs.
Given the breadth of aspiration, the
Executive will remain at 8 to drive
the priorities forward, however, the
Council believes that this new, agile
organisation, centred on the use of
new technology and driven by our
Community Leadership approach
will enable the Council to continue
to deliver excellent services and
support us to Improve Lives.

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

Over the next four years we aim to work ever more closely with the key other providers
of services and jobs in our area and to engage with new investors and encourage new
and innovative initiatives that bring new life and new opportunities to Allerdale. We want
them to share our ambition and to deliver nothing but the best.
We have made a good start. Over the past four years we have maintained our high
service levels despite the reduction in funding from central government. And we are
delighted to see that our residents clearly feel we have done a good job – satisfaction
with the way Allerdale Borough Council provides services has increased by 25% over
the period 2012 to 2014 and is now 74% - one of the highest in the UK!
In the past four years we have developed a strategy and action plan aimed at reducing
poverty and tackling inequality to help focus our efforts on supporting those most in need
in our communities and we have become a Living Wage employer.
We have expanded our internal and external apprenticeship schemes to help people into
work and run the first Big Allerdale Switch, helping people to reduce their household
energy bills. We secured a sustainable future for The Wave in Maryport and invested in
the Carnegie Theatre and Arts Centre.
We have adopted a robust new Local Plan to guide development and have put in place
town centre managers and teams to help promote and support our towns. And, we are
one of the few councils in the country to invest in a new state-of-the-art sports centre.
Now is the time to really drive our ambition forwards. The opportunities coming to West
Cumbria through new energy development and the expansion of our learning offer to
young people through initiatives like the UTC, Energus and the Westlakes Campus
mean that with the right teamwork and the right commitment we can secure a great
future for our citizens and truly make Allerdale a great place to live, work and visit.
To support this and bring focus, the key priority themes are: Tackling inequality,
enhancing our towns, creating a sustainable business, strengthening our economy and
improving health and wellbeing.
The Council believes that this new, agile organisation, centred on the use of new
technology and driven by our Community Leadership approach will enable the Council to
continue to deliver excellent services and support us to improve lives.
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5) Local Government Association Peer Review Findings and Planning Peer Review
Summary

Justification / Reasoning

In 2012, Allerdale Borough Council
took part in a corporate peer
challenge from the LGA. The review
praised the council for having
‘political and managerial awareness
of the challenges facing the borough
and the Council.’

There was praise in the peer review for the Council having ‘bold political ambitions’ and
that ‘the priorities for Allerdale in the Council Plan are driven by the political leadership
and informed by consultation with local citizens’.

In 2014, the planning peer review
recommended that the number of
Councillors on the development
panel be reduced from 20 to 10-12
members, which was agreed by
Council. This recommendation was
also to encourage more efficient and
effective decision making for the
panel.
The deputy system implemented is
valued and the Council proposes to
extend this approach to other
committees.

However, there were concerns highlighted that there could be tensions between
‘ambitions, the need to make savings, and the capacity to deliver’. The peer review
suggested that a more robust structure for projects may be necessary. The Council has
now introduced a programme office, which provides a structure and is a central point for
all projects within the Council.
The Peer Review highlighted ‘other opportunities for budget savings, efficiencies,
productivity and income generation – e.g. shared services, agile working, procurement,
sponsorship, are all things that other authorities are considering.’
Thanks to strong executive and officer leadership, these options have been considered
in the past couple of years and many have been implemented through savings made in
the budget and clear, strategic priorities in the Council Plan.
Planning peer review
In February 2014, the Planning Advisory Service (PAS) and Local Government
Association (LGA) visited the Council to carry out a planning improvement peer
challenge. Included in the peer review results was a specific recommendation that the
number of Councillors on the Development Panel be reduced to no fewer than 10 and no
more than 12. The aim of the recommendation was to enable members to receive more
focussed and tailored training and assist in more efficient and effective decision making.
As a result of the report, the Council agreed that the number be reduced from 20
Councillors to 12, with a number of substitutes for the panel. All substitutes also have to
9
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receive formal training. The panel meets once every three weeks and informal feedback
from both officers and Councillors is positive to the reduction in Councillors on the panel.
They also believe that the substitutes system works well and the panel is efficient and
effective in its decision making.

6) Quality of Life Survey
Summary

Justification / Reasoning

The Quality of Life Survey indicates
a high level of resident satisfaction
in the way the Borough Council
currently operates.

The 2014 Published Quality of Life Survey stated:

Based on this, the Council proposes
to keep the Leader system and is a
strong platform to deliver an ever
more success Community
Leadership Council that is agile and
responsive to local needs



40% agree that Allerdale Borough Council provides value for money 22%
disagreeing.



Satisfaction with their area as a place to live has increased from 78% satisfied in
2012 to 84% satisfied in 2014.



74% overall satisfaction with the way Allerdale Borough Council provides
services. This was substantially higher than previous surveys showing a 25%
increase from 2012 and 35% increase on 2008 results.

This indicates that a large proportion of residents of Allerdale have confidence in the way
the Borough Council currently operates.

7) Geography, Rurality and Size of District
Summary

Justification / Reasoning

The workload of Councillors is
particularly affected by the
geography of the area. Rural
Councillors represent several
villages within a ward, each with

Allerdale Borough Council is a predominantly rural area but with a concentration of
population in the towns of Workington, Maryport and Cockermouth. It is bordered to the
west by the Irish Sea, and the Solway Firth to the north. Carlisle City Council and Eden
District Council lie to the east, with Copeland Borough Council and South Lakeland
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their own individual communities
and community issues.
In addition, the rurality of the area
means that Councillors spend a
large amount of time travelling
within their own constituency to fulfil
their duties as an elected member.
Based on the nearest neighbours
ratio, it could be argued for a larger
reduction in Council size, however,
the because of the spatial,
geographical and travelling
challenges of the Borough, the
Council proposes a reduction of 8.

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

District Council to the south. The southeast quarter of the borough is covered by the
Lake District National Park.
Including the National Park area, the population of Allerdale was recorded at 96,500 in
the 2014 mid-year estimate; it had an overall population density of 78 people per square
kilometre making it the 19th least densely populated local authority in England and
Wales. This is mostly noticeable in the north where settlements are small and dispersed
while the main urban centres are located in the south, where the majority of the
population resides. In addition to the dispersed population, the district also has an
ageing population which is particularly prevalent in the rural north and in areas around
Silloth and Cockermouth, potentially presenting challenges when seeking to create
inclusive and cohesive communities. The new Community Leadership role outlined
supports the key need to support communities in different ways in the future.
The size and rurality of the district, combined with impediments relating to Allerdale’s
natural landscape contributes to making it a challenging environment for maintaining
effective contact with local communities. The Council’s desire to use technology and a
Community Leadership approach means there will be less requirement for traditional
face to face contact with the electorate, however, with a more productive outcome.
Of the current 31 Wards that make up the Borough, 14 are single member Wards, 9 are
two-member Wards and 8 are three-member Wards.

8) Electorate turn out
Summary

Justification / Reasoning

11
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Generally turnout in Allerdale is
within the norms of Cumbria and the
neighbours groups.

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

When voting in elections, the issue of rurality does not seem prominent for the
population of Allerdale, as some of the most rural wards in Allerdale presented with the
highest electorate turn out in May 2015. Many wards in towns also presented with high
electorate turn out, showing good access and interaction with Councillors in all areas of
the borough.
In May 2015, the average electorate turn out for the ward elections was 68%. The
elections were on the same day as the parliamentary election, which could have
influenced the high turnout for the ward elections. In 2011, when there was no
parliamentary election, the average electorate turn out for the ward elections was 46%.
Referendum turnout was 72%.
In general, the return of postal votes is higher on average than voter turnout ‘on the day’.

9) Electorate ratios
Summary

Justification / Reasoning
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Between 2016 and 2022 (five years
after the review is finished), the
general population is expected to
increase by fewer than 10 people,
however it is predicted that there will
be fewer people of voting age within
the borough.
(source Cumbria Observatory)

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

The number of electorate at the end of June 2016 was 74,426. This means that the
electorate ratio is currently around 1:1,329.
Population trends
The graphs below show the long-term predicted trends for population within Allerdale
until 2022:
Projected population trend by age groups to 2022:

Based on population and electorate
estimates, a reduction in the number
of Councillors is justified as it would
be in alignment with the population
and electorate decrease in the
borough as well as aligning with our
CIPFA nearest neighbours.

Predicted population trends
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Projected general population trend in Allerdale to 2022:
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All Ages
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Based on the same percentage of the population being on the register as in 2016 and a
predicted small decrease in the number of voting age population, then we can predict
the electorate ratio in 2022 to be:



1:1,329 based on 56 Councillors
1:1,550 based on 48 Councillors

Housing
The government’s current drive for housing growth is reflected in Allerdale. The Local
Plan (Part 1) identifies a need for an additional 5,471 houses within Allerdale until 2029;
this equates to 304 dwellings per annum. However, The demand for this increase in
units is driven by the reduction in household size, rather than population growth; the
average household size is expected to have declined from 2.23 in 2009 to 2.15 in 2024
and to 2.02 in 2029.
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Below is how Allerdale compares with the rest of the county in terms of electorate ratios
(correct end of June 2016):
Barrow: 53,194 electorate / 35 cllrs = 1:1,519
Carlisle: 80,124 electorate / 51 cllrs = 1:1,571
Copeland: 54,206 electorate / 52 cllrs = 1:1,042
SLDC: 81,948 electorate / 51 cllrs = 1:1,607
Eden: 41, 872 electorate / 38 cllrs = 1:1,102
Below is the electorate ratio for our nearest neighbours (CIPFA):
NE Derbyshire: 78,855 electorate / 53 cllrs = 1:1,487.8
Wyre: 84,471 electorate / 50 cllrs = 1:1,689.42
Dover: 85,011 electorate / 45 cllrs = 1:1,889.13
Newcastle-under-Lyme: 92,816 electorate / 60 cllrs = 1:1,546.93
Sedgemoor: 89,714 electorate / 48 cllrs = 1:1869.04
Waveney: 90,391 electorate / 48 cllrs = 1:1,883.145
Bassetlaw: 85,547 electorate/ 48 cllrs = 1:1,782.23
North Devon: 75, 548 electorate / 43 cllrs = 1:1,756.9
Torridge: 52,881electorate / 36 cllrs:= 1:1,468.91
Amber Valley: 96,760 electorate / 45 cllrs: 1:2,150.22
Newark & Sherwood: 87338 electorate / 39 cllrs = 1:2,239.44
Wyre Forest: 77,878 electorate / 33 cllrs = 1:2,359.94
Bolsover: 58063 electorate / 37 cllrs = 1:1,569.27
High Peak: 72487 electorate / 43 cllrs = 1:1,685.74
Average = 1:1,749
In comparison with fellow Cumbrian districts, Allerdale is average in terms of current
statistics. However, when looking at our CIPFA nearest neighbours, the current Allerdale
electorate ratio is significantly lower and the proposed future number is also lower.
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10)

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

Small Businesses and Second Homes

Summary

Justification / Reasoning

The number of second homes and
Due to the rurality of the district, there is a larger than average number of second homes
small businesses has small, minimal and small businesses in Allerdale. There are a few larger employers in the area, most of
impact on queries to elected
which are situated in the Workington area.
members.
As of April 2016, there are 1,258 Second homes on Council Tax (for own use plus family
and friends) plus another 857 holiday lets on Business Rates (let out to the public). A
year earlier it was 1,250 plus 842. The number of second homes and holiday lets in the
district is mainly due to the geography of the district: Allerdale boasts a long coastline,
and Area of Outstanding National Beauty and a National Park – each of which play host
to a number of second homes and holiday lets.
We have 3,402 properties on the Business Rates list who get some form of Small
Business Rate Relief (3,366 a year earlier).

11)

Councillor’s time commitment

Summary

Justification / Reasoning

Through the establishment of a
more modern Council, investment in
technology and resources and the
continued development of a
Community Leadership approach a
reduction in Council size down to 48
would have minimal impact on
demands on Councillors’ time.

The survey indicated members spent the most amount of their time attending formal
meetings of the Council and interacting with their residents, both scored an average of
16 hours a month spent, or 4 hours per week. The potential for rolling out the deputy
system for further committees other than Development Panel would go some way in
freeing up time spent at meetings if so required.

There is a commitment to ongoing
investment and training in
technology and developing
knowledge to assist with casework
and time management, and

Additional training for committee members would be required to ensure a consistent and
fully skilled membership but should also contribute to more efficiently run and therefore
quicker meetings.
The Council recognises the benefits of increasing Councillor’s use of technology for
communicating with both the Council and officers and their communities, and following
the May 2015 local elections we now have a higher number of elected members who
agree. It is our aim to utilise this current position by driving forward the introduction of
16
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improving access to the wealth of
data the Council holds on local ward
areas, communities, groups and
partners. Equipped with all the right
tools Councillors will be empowered
to become efficient, effective
decision makers and community
leaders.

mobile devices and investing heavily in training to improve their confidence in using
technology more readily.
Providing members with resources such as the senior manager champion and the
myWard is to ensure a constant link in to Council resources and information to be
utilised as and when they need it for constituent queries and complaints. The Council will
continue to promote these new initiatives encouraging members to recognise their value
when dealing with their work.
The rurality/geography of the area is often mentioned as a factor which impacts hugely
on Councillors’ time, mainly due to the logistics of travelling around their areas. The
survey shows time spent on travelling as an average of 10 hours a month.

12)

Impact of outsourcing/sharing services

Summary

Justification / Reasoning

The Council has a range of
outsourced services, the contractual
arrangements with these partners
are managed through the Council
group and workload is similar or less
than if the Council had in-house
services.

The Council has already transferred its housing stock and outsourced its Leisure
Centres and waste and grounds maintenance.
This has led to a change in how Members are involved with those services so that the
role is more of a monitoring role, especially for Overview and Scrutiny. However, in the
member’s survey and through direct representation, some members in wards with higher
levels of deprivation and higher numbers of homes owned by registered providers
suggested a higher housing related workload due to policies such as benefits reform.
The retendering of major contracts is also scrutinised by Overview and Scrutiny and
relevant Portfolio Holders are involved in determining future option of service provision.

13)

National Parks and sites of geographical interest and impact on Councillor Workload

Lake District National Park

Justification / Reasoning
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A large proportion of rural Allerdale
is within the boundary for the Lake
District National Park.
The impact directly in governance is
low, however, the number of
Tourists does increase member
queries around traffic and parking
issues.
In addition, the Leader added a
Portfolio for Tourism and Culture in
May 2015 and he acts as the main
conduit in to the officer core.

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

Within Allerdale District there are 2 wards wholly in the National Park and 3 wards where
most of the area is in the National Park. Each of these wards are very rural, the only
major town being Keswick, and are represented by one member each, apart from
Keswick which is represented by 3 members.
These ward Councillors require knowledge when dealing with queries from their
constituents on matters such as planning, as these ward Councillors need to refer
constituents to the LDNP rather than the district Council.
From a governance perspective, one member sits on the Board for the National Park
and one Member sits on the Lake District National Park Keswick Joint Management
Advisory Group.

World Heritage Site

The site has low impact on
workloads.

Hadrian’s Wall (UNESCO World Heritage Site) runs along much of the coastline of
Allerdale. Because of this, many of the Elected Members have part of a World Heritage
Site in their ward.
There is little or no impact to Councillor Workload because of the UNESCO World
Heritage Site as there is no tourist information site within Allerdale and many of the sites
are unknown to tourists visiting the area.

AONB
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Solway Coast Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) has low
impacts on most elected members.

Solway Coast AONB is 115 sq Km and straddles 58km of coastline running through
Carlisle City Council and Allerdale Borough Council Areas. 84% of the designated
landscape lies within the Allerdale boundary. The AONB is managed by a Staff Unit (4
core staff and 3 project staff) and are employed by Allerdale as the host authority. They
produce a five yearly statutory management plan for the area and cover subject matter
such as tourism, coastal erosion, biodiversity, heritage, transport, economic growth and
development.
The staff unit is supported and steered through a Joint Advisory Committee including two
representatives from Allerdale. Core funding comes from DEFRA at 75% with the
remaining 25% contribution coming from, Allerdale, Carlisle and Cumbria CC. Project
funding is sought externally and currently the AONB Partnership is levering in c£1.2
million per annum. The JAC only meets 4 times a year.

The impact of tourism on Councillor
Workload

The impact of tourism is felt
throughout much of the borough;
from the Lake district, where there is
the biggest impact, to the Solway
Coast. Therefore there is an
increase in Councillor workload
during busy periods, as phone calls
and interactions with constituents
increase.

14)
Summary

Allerdale is a key destination for tourists from all over the world. Cumbria tourism reports
that in 2015, Allerdale received £433.98m in tourism revenue from 7.21m tourists. The
tourism industry also provides 6,208 people who live in the area with employment.
It is undeniable that tourism has an extremely positive economic impact to both the
district and the county as a whole. However, the increase in number of tourists across a
wide spread area of the borough in turn means increased numbers of cars, people and
events. Councillors that represent these areas have reported increased numbers of calls
and interactions with constituents. They report that constituents have an increased
number of questions for Councillors during busy periods, for example finding out about
road closures, local events and parking, among other queries. Local elected members
are also asked to attend various events throughout the year to represent the Council,
which increases their workload.

Flooding and Emergency Resilience
Justification / Reasoning
19
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Increase in workload that for some
members is long-lasting. This
supports the Council’s position not
to reduce further than 8.

Justifications for the Council’s Submission

The borough continues to suffer from flooding related emergencies with severe floods
across the Borough in 2009 and 2015.
The Council role extends to significant resources being used for emergency reception
centres, immediate clean-up and ongoing damaged goods removal, grants advice, temp
accommodation, housing associations, housing advice both across river flooding and
surface water flooding.
In addition, there is a longer term legacy that the Council has to manage in relation to
further flood resilience and measures as well as the on-going management of reputation
and ensuring we are back in business as soon as possible.
The impact on the elected member role is low in some areas, and high in others,
particularly where communities have been directly affected by large scale river flooding,
the portfolio holder responsible for resilience remains very busy on flooding issues.
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Governance and Decision Making
Leadership

What kind of governance
arrangements are in place for
your authority?

Allerdale Borough Council currently consists of 56 seats which are split into 31 wards which
include a number of single, two member and three member wards. The political make up is
currently 28 Labour, 16 Conservative, 5 Independents, 2 UKIP and 5 no party/group.
The Local Government Act 2000 introduced an Executive and Scrutiny arrangement, and
Allerdale Borough Council has operated with a Leader and Executive model since 1 October
1999. As a result of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, the
Council was required to review their executive arrangements and after a public consultation
exercise adopted the new style leader and Cabinet Executive Model (also known as the Strong
Leader model) and was approved by full Council on 3 March 2010. The Council has no plans to
review these arrangements at the current time.
The Leader of the Council is appointed for a four year term at the Annual General meeting
following the borough elections. There are currently 8 portfolio holders, including the Leader and
the Deputy Leader. The Portfolio Holders are not appointed to any Committees other than
Executive.
Currently there is no individual Executive member decision making, all decisions are taken
collectively by the Executive, although the Council’s Constitution does include the provision for
individual members to make decisions within their portfolios which they consider to be urgent.

To what extent are decisions The Council’s Constitution does allow for the Leader to make executive decisions without
delegated to Portfolio Holders collective discussion at the Executive, however, the Council's standard approach has been for
or are most decisions taken
matters to be debated and decided collectively at the Executive.
by the full executive?
Portfolio Holders have responsibility for defined functions and objectives, such as policies, plans,
strategies and key areas, very few decisions are delegated to individual Portfolio Holders –
exceptions being appointments to outside bodies. There is an Officer Delegation Scheme which
sets out those decisions delegated to Officers from the Leader/Executive.

1
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Each Portfolio Holder has primary responsibility in their individual areas and works with other
Executive members, officers and partners to ensure that cross cutting themes are being
communicated effectively in all policies and projects and across all services.

Do Executive members serve
on other decision making
partnerships, sub regional,
regional or national bodies?
Regulatory
To what extent are decisions
delegated to officers
regarding Planning, Licensing
and other Regulatory
responsibilities?

Portfolio Holders are required to present a report to all meetings of Council about work in their
portfolio area.
A number of Councillors are involved in other decision making bodies both formal and informal.
They include the District Council’s network, the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership, Local
Government Association, and Community Safety Partnership.
The Leader is part of the Cumbria Chief Executives group, the Portfolio Holder for Health and
Wellbeing sits on Cumbria Health and Wellbeing Board.
Planning
There is a well-established scheme of delegation with approximately 90% of decisions on
planning application delegated to officers.
In 2015/16, 45 applications were determined at committee, predominantly all the difficult,
complex and controversial ones, including retail and housing sites. This was 7% of the number
of applications determined. 602 applications were delegated to officers. The authority has a
greater proportion of major (large, complex) applications than the national average.
Licensing Committee and Panels
All decisions are delegated to officers with the exception of:





Policy Review and Development
Fit and Proper assessments for specific Hackney Carriage licence applications
Applications where objections have been received and which can’t be resolved by virtue
of mediation
Appeals in respect of the following legislation:-

(a) Licence for dog breeding establishments under Breeding of Dogs Act 1973 and 1991
2
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(b) Licence to keep riding establishment under Riding Establishments Act 1964 and 1970
(c) Licence for animal boarding establishment under the Animal Boarding Establishments Act
1963
(d) Licence to keep pet shop under Pet Animals Act 1951 (Amendment) Act 1983
(e) Street Trading Consent under the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
(f) Licence to keep dangerous wild animals under the Dangerous Wild Animals Act 1982
(g) Licence for a zoo under the Zoo Licensing Act 1981
(h) Licence for a caravan site under the Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960
(i) Registration of premises under Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982
(j) Licence to hire pleasure craft under the Public Health Acts Amendment Act 1907 as applied
by the Local Government Act 1972 and byelaws made thereunder
(k) Licence for moveable dwellings under the Public Health Act 1936
Audit Committee
There are very few actions delegated to officers from this Committee
How many members are
involved in committees?

Following the Annual General Meeting on 18 May 2016 the allocation of the 78 committee seats
have been allocated across the 56 members as follows –
18 Councillors have been allocated 1 Committee seat
13 Councillors have been allocated 2 Committee seats
3
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8 Councillors have been allocated 3 committee seats
2 Councillors have been allocated 4 Committee seats
9 Councillors have not been allocated seats on constituted Committees. 7 of these are not on
any working groups or panels either.
Membership of each Committee –
An Executive of 8 members was established after the 2015 elections, 7 Labour members and 1
no political group.
Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee and Community Overview and Scrutiny
Committee. Both committees have 12 members with 1 Chairman for each committee.
The Council took part in a Planning Improvement Peer Challenge, undertaken by the Planning
Advisory Service and Local Government Association in February 2014, to look at improving the
operation of the Planning Service as a whole. Following recommendations from the review the
Council agreed in May 2014 to reduce the Development Panel to 12 members, with nominated
substitutes.
Licensing Committee has 15 members. There are also Licensing Panels, the membership of
which is 5 members chosen on a rotating basis from the membership of the Licensing
Committee.
Audit Committee has 7 members.
Standards Committee has 7 members plus 3 non-voting parish co-optees.

Is committee membership
standing or rotating?
Are meetings ad-hoc,
frequent and/or area based?

Both the Personnel Tribunal and Chief Officers Employment Panel have 5 members.
Standing – Committee memberships are appointed at the Annual General Meeting by Group
Leaders.
The Calendar of Meetings is agreed by Council however there is the ability to convene meetings
ad-hoc in certain circumstances (e.g. special meetings of Council or Executive to consider
urgent matters).
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From the Calendar, there is provision for:
Full Council – 6 meetings per year
Executive – meetings on an approximate 4/5 weekly cycle (with the exception of August and
December). They also meet informally with the Corporate Management Team on a monthly
basis. The Leader, Deputy Leader, Chief Executive Officer and Director meet weekly on an
informal basis.
Development Panel – meetings on a 3 weekly cycle due to the high number of applications
Scrutiny Committees – each committee has 6 meetings per year held on alternative months, with
additional ad-hoc sub-committee or task and finish group meetings as and when required.
Audit Committee – 6-8 meetings per year
Licensing Committee – meets every 3 months to decide upon any necessary changes in
licensing policy. The Licensing Panels meet at least monthly to consider applications and
appeals, but also on an ad hoc basis due to the Licensing legislative requirements.
Standards Committee – meets as and when required.

What level of attendance is
achieved? Are meetings
always quorate?

The majority of all meetings are held in Allerdale House, Workington however, depending on
community interest in agenda items meetings are sometimes held in alternative venues across
the borough.
Attendance at formal Committee meetings is generally good. During 20 May 2015 (AGM) and 18
May 2016 (AGM) the attendance percentage per committee was as follows:
Council – 7 meetings. 87%
Executive – 10 meetings. 91%
Development Panel – 15 meetings. 92%
Licensing Committee – 2 meetings (3 were cancelled). 76%
Licensing Panel – 11 meetings. 91%
Corporate Scrutiny – 7 meetings. 74%
Community Scrutiny – 7 meetings. 70%
Audit Committee – 7 meetings. 77%
Standards Committee – 1 meeting. 71%
Member Development Working Group – 1 meeting. 63%
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There have been no meetings of the Personnel Tribunal, Chief Officers Employment Panel or
Discretionary Housing Payments.
No meetings were inquorate during this period.
The average attendance percentage of those 68 meetings was 85%.
Demands on Time
Is there a formal role
description for councillors in
the Council?

Do councillors receive formal
training for all or any roles in
the Council?

The Council has individual role profiles for the various councillor roles and these form part of the
Council’s constitution. There is a generic role profile for all councillors, together with individual
profiles for the Leader, Deputy Leader, Executive Member, Chairman of Overview and Scrutiny
Committee, Chairman of Regulatory Committees, Chairman of Standards, Chairman of Audit,
Vice Committee Chairs, Members of a Committee, the Mayor and Deputy Mayor.
Allerdale Borough Council is committed to developing its elected Members in order to assist the
Council in achieving its aims and priorities in accordance with the Council Plan. Member
development is a joint commitment between officers and elected Members and by working in
partnership, appropriate investment in relevant training and development is identified and
resourced.
The Council has held the North West Employer’s Charter for Elected Member Development
since 2004 and there is an expectation that Members participate in learning and development
opportunities.
The Council has a Member Learning and Development Strategy and a rolling Member
Development Programme is put in place following each election that runs for the four year
Council tem. To ensure the Programme is tailored to both the needs of the council and its
members, individual training needs are identified through Personal Development Plans (PDP’s)
and an overall collective picture is built up through regular Training Needs Analysis (TNA).
Newly elected councillors are all invited to participate in a comprehensive Induction Programme
held jointly with our neighbouring authority Copeland Borough Council. The programme is
regularly reviewed to ensure that it meets member’s needs.
The Council operates annual mandatory training for members of committees and particular
emphasis is placed on training for the Planning and Licensing committees. Prior to the first
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meeting of all committees in the council year each committee member receives training and they
are expected to attend refresher training sessions throughout the year. All councillors appointed
as Chairman or Vice-Chairman of a committee are required to attend a training session within 6
months of being appointed.
All members of the Executive and Group Leaders are encouraged to attend the LGA’s
Leadership Academy.
All member development activities are overseen by a multi-party Member Development Working
Group.
Do councillors generally find
that the time they spend on
council business is what they
expected?

Members have indicated through the survey that the time they spend on council business is
increasing. 92.50% of Members consider that the time spent on duties such as attendance and
preparation for meetings, interacting with residents and attending parish council meetings etc. is
increasing. Only 7.50% consider that the time they spend on these duties is decreasing.

How much time do members
generally spend on the
business of the council?

Based on responses received to date from Members, obtained through a Member survey (see
Appendix), dependent on the role carried out by Members, there is a range of difference in time
spent on Council duties.
Time spent on council duties – This varies according to role and Ward as would be expected;
Time spent attending formal meetings – This varies with an average of 16 hours per month
Preparation for meetings – This varies with an average of 11 hours per month
Outside Bodies/Joint Committees – This varies with an average of 13 hours per month
Interacting with residents – This varies with an average of 16 hours per month
Local Community Interests Attending Parish Council meetings – This varies with an average of
11 hours per month.
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Does the Council appoint
members to outside bodies?
If so, how many councillors
are involved and what is their
expected workload?

The council makes 39 appointments to 25 outside bodies/joint committees. The full list is
reviewed periodically to ensure it is up to date and relevant. Currently:
7 Councillors are appointed to 1 outside body
3 Councillors are appointed to 2 outside bodies
4 Councillors are appointed to 3 outside bodies (all Executive members)
1 Councillor is appointed to 4 outside bodies (the Leader)
Full Council appoints to 14 places on 9 different types of body. These places are currently filled
by 12 different Councillors.
Executive appoints to 25 places on 16 different types of body. These are currently filled by 14
different Councillors.

Does the Council attract and
retain members?

All appointees are asked to present written feedback to Scrutiny for a written annual report to be
presented to Council to share the work and achievements of the bodies/joint committees with all
members.
By-elections caused through resignations mid-term - 14 occasions over the last 5 years. In 2015,
there was one uncontested ward containing three Councillors.
In 2007, 19 new Councillors were elected. In 2011, 16 new Councillors were elected. In 2015, 17
new Councillors were elected.
As of 6 May 2016, of the 56 Council Members, 19 had been a councillor for less than 5 years, 20
had been a councillor for between 5 – 10 years, and 17 had been councillors for more than 10
years.

Have there been any
instances where the Council
has been unable to discharge
its duties due to lack of
councillors?

There have not been any instances where the Council has been unable to discharge its duties
due to lack of councillors.
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Do councillors have an
individual or ward budget for
allocation in their area? How
is the system administered?

Ward councillors do not have an individual budget to spend at their discretion. Allerdale Borough
Council runs a scheme by which each town is given a budget of £10,000. The council holds this
budget and the respective Borough Councillors, staff and Town Councils are expected to
discuss plans for the use of the money in the towns with the Council.
There is also an available pot of money for rural areas to the value of £50,000. Bids from town
councils or ward members are considered by a group of senior officers, town centre managers
and elected members. To date, the Council has received 4 bids which are awaiting decision.

Scrutiny Functions
How do scrutiny
arrangements operate in the
Council? How many
committees are there and
what is their membership?

Currently the Overview and Scrutiny function operates as two committees.
The Corporate Overview and Scrutiny Committee focuses on work aligned to the following
departments within the Council’s Resources Directorate:
(a) Governance
(b) Financial Services
(c) Organisational Development and Transformation
And the Community Overview and Scrutiny Committee will is aligned to the following
departments within the Council’s Operations Directorate:
(a) Housing and Health
(b) Community Services
(c) Development Services
(d) Business and Property Services
(6.4.3 Allerdale Borough Council Constitution)
The current system has been in place since September 2013.
Each of the Overview and Scrutiny Committees consists of 12 members. Each Committee is
populated along politically proportionate lines.
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What is the general workload
of scrutiny committees? Has
the Council ever found that it
has too many active projects
for the scrutiny process to
function effectively?
How is the work of the
scrutiny committee
programmed? Is the work
strictly timetabled?
What activities are scrutiny
members expected to carry
out between formal
meetings?

There is a realisation among the Chairs of both Committees that the current way of working in
scrutiny can be improved. One of the issues in often poor levels of member engagement both on
the main committees and especially in working groups. Appendix A sets out the Council’s view
on how this could improve.
Each Committee has an annual work plan that is reviewed at every committee meeting as part of
the standing update report item that is on every agenda. If members wish to consider any ad-hoc
items, they are asked to consider the content of the work plan and time resource. Some items
such as the quarterly performance reports and budgetary related reports are aligned with the
meetings of the Executive and the Audit Committee and programmed for the year.
Between meetings members are expected to attend informal meetings and briefings, prepare
and consume background materials for the work they are undertaking and fully familiarise
themselves with each item on each agenda. In addition each member should seek to utilise the
information that is made available to them via the Council’s intranet to inform themselves about
upcoming decisions and policy making.
The members are also expected to attend a pre-meeting prior to each committee meeting and
utilise this time by discussing among themselves the items on the meeting’s agenda and the
approach they wish to take on them.

Representational role of councillors
In general terms, how do
councillors carry out their
representational roles with
electors? Do members mainly
respond to casework from
constituents or do they have
a more active role in the
community?
How do councillors generally
deal with casework? Do they
pass on issues directly to

Members work with their local communities in various ways; involvement with local community
groups, promoting local issues such as housing for local people. This is evidenced from the
responses to the Members Survey.
Members are encouraged to make use of the detailed information which is available on My Ward
to assist them with undertaking their duties.
The way Members deal with their casework depends on its nature. 64.86% of the Members who
complemented the survey deal with their caseload themselves and only 2.70% passed it to
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staff or do they take a more in officers. However, in relation to casework which relates to more detailed or technical matters,
depth approach to resolving
issues are usually passed directly to officers for a more in depth approach.
issues?
What support do councillors
receive in discharging their
duties in relation to casework
and representational role in
their ward?

Members are supported by the officers as a whole; however, they have designated support
through Democratic Services. The main support members receive is training in the various skills
they need to undertake their duties. All Members have a Personal Development Plan, the
objectives of which are included in the Member Development Strategy.
Members are supported as appropriate by Officers in their roles.
All Members are given computers to enable them to work more efficiently and there is a smarter
ways of working project for the Council which includes reviewing the requirement for Members to
have mobile devices which will assist them in working more efficiently and in delivering their
community leadership role.
The Community Leadership Councillor role is central to the Government’s policy on localism and
is part of the Council’s approach to meeting the challenges and taking the opportunities
presented by perhaps the most fundamental and far-reaching changes ever faced by local
government. This will place a particular emphasis upon key aspects of how Councillors
approach their roles
Executive Members are given corporate IT equipment (mobile phone, laptop or tablet device) to
enable them to work efficiently. They also have a Members room where they can work or hold
meetings and access to PA support. The Executive Members have designated Heads of Service
who they work with to deliver their Portfolio Holder objectives. The Leader and Deputy Leader
have their own office and PA support.
The opposition leader has a room and there is another Members room for Members to work in or
hold meetings.
In addition Members have also been supported by the implementation of the ‘myward’ services,
an interactive tool for all ward members with dynamic information about their wards available at
11
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their fingertips. This will ensure members have the information to respond immediately to
residents’ requests for information, advice or service and reduce the amount of time required to
locate this information.

How do councillors engage
with constituents? Do they
hold surgeries, distribute
newsletters, hold public
meetings, write blogs etc.?

Members also receive a Members Allowance
Members engage with constituents in a variety of ways – usually a more direct, interactive
approach, e.g. face to face, attending local community meetings, walking down the main road,
being out and about in the community.
Some Members make use of social media e.g. twitter and facebook.
The majority attend town or parish council meetings in their Wards on a regular basis.

How has the role of
councillors changed since the
council last considered how
many elected members it
should have?

The role of Members has changed primarily as a result of the localism agenda – the emphasis
now is on supporting and facilitating communities in doing things for themselves, rather than
acting on their behalf. This requires different skills, particularly with regard to community
engagement. Member training has reflected the need for new skills in these areas and will
continue to do so as the Community Leadership Councillor role continues to develop.
Austerity measures have required a cultural shift from a traditional dependence on the council to
developing a new relationship with residents that empowers them to take responsibility for their
local areas. This requires members to manage residents’ expectations of what can be provided
within the resources available, and in many case Members now have a role in supporting,
leading, encouraging and advising residents and community groups on how to respond.

Has the Council put in place
any mechanisms for
councillors to interact with
young people, those not on

Austerity measures are also having an impact on residents beyond the delivery of the council
services. Changes to the welfare system and budget reductions in other parts of the public
sector have had an impact upon the representational role of councillors. Some councillors report
an increase in workload in representing and supporting residents, for example on benefit reform.
In governance terms, the Council does not have any committees or groups of Councillors that
look at the interaction with young people, those not on the electoral register or minority groups or
their representative bodies.
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the electoral register or
minority groups or their
representative bodies?

The Council does, however, engage with these groups of people. Minority groups such as
Allerdale Disability Association and Outreach Cumbria are consulted with on key documents
such as the Local Plan. In addition, councillors interact with all of their constituents, including
those not on the electoral register.
There is a Youth Council in the borough and the Council is in discussions about the formation of
an Allerdale Youth Mayor Partnership, where young people interested in being involved are able
to shadow and interact with councillors.
Currently, it is the Mayor of Allerdale and the Leader of the Council that interact with young
people in the borough the most. The Mayor often runs a Christmas card competition with the
local primary schools and the Leader tends to interact with young people through the secondary
schools.

Are councillors expected to
attend meetings of
community bodies such as
parish councils or residents
associations? If so, what is
the level of their involvement
and what roles are they
expected to play?

Members are encouraged to attend meetings of town or parish councils which are in their Ward
to make themselves aware of local issues and provide two way communication channels. With
the evolvement of Neighbourhood Plans Members are increasingly becoming involved directly in
parish and community matters.
Where appropriate Members also liaise with local residents’ associations and community
groups. However, due to the rurality of some of the District, the level of involvement can vary
from Ward to Ward
In addition, Councillors work with their local communities in various ways including attending
local community events, school meetings etc.
The level of involvement is varied.

The Future
Localism and Policy Development

What impact might the
localism agenda have on the
scope and conduct of council

In the Council Plan, there is a strong commitment to developing a locality approach.
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business and might this affect
the role of councillors?

The Council has appointed two Town Centre Managers. These officers work with both town and
ward councillors in the areas to develop and encourage partnership working, help organise
events and support with project management.
In addition, the Senior Management Team have each taken on a role as ‘Community
Champions’. They are each allocated to either a town or a rural area to act as a point of contact
for ward councillors. Their role is to get to know the ward councillors in the area and understand
the local issues, offering advice and partnership to solve these issues.
There is an interest emerging from Cockermouth Town Council to adopt a neighbourhood plan.
The town council have expressed a desire to have more influence over planning developments
in the town and the Council will work with them to develop this.
The ever increasing role of the borough councils in the Public Health agenda means that some
councillors are involved in Health and Wellbeing boards and discussions across the borough.

Does the Council have any
plans to devolve
responsibilities and/ or assets
to community organisations?
Or does the council expect to
take on more responsibilities
in the medium to long term?

Recently, the Council has devolved a number of assets/services to community organisations. In
general, member involvement in these services/assets tends to decrease once transferred to the
community organisation.
An example of this is the recent transfer of some museums to either community groups or town
councils. The Keswick Museum and Art Gallery Trust now manage the facility, however two
Elected Members sit on the board of trustees.
In Workington, the Council has transferred the asset of The Carnegie Theatre & Arts Centre to
the Carnegie Theatre Trust. The Trust has taken ownership of the running and day-to-day
management of the theatre.
The Council has offered grants to community groups to ensure the sustainability of the town’s
assets. For example, Cumbria County Council transferred the ownership of Wigton Baths to
Wigton Baths Trust in March 2015. The Council have given the trust a grant to improve the
facilities at the pool. One Elected Member sits on the board of trustees for this trust.
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The Council has also transferred services such as play areas, public toilets and some parks to
either community groups or town/parish councils, who are able to give more time to their running
and management, as well as make more locally informed decisions.
Service Delivery

Have changes to the
arrangements for local
delivery of services led to
significant changes to
councillors’ workloads? E.g.
control of housing stock or
sharing services with a
neighbouring authority.

The council has already transferred its housing stock and outsourced its Leisure Centres and
waste and grounds maintenance.

Are there any developments
in policy ongoing that might
significantly affect the role of
elected members in the
future?

The role of all local authorities is changing dramatically including an emphasis on localism and
community participation, helping communities to do more for themselves and take responsibility
for their community; devolution - more decision making powers back into the hands of
individuals, communities and councils.

This has led to a change in how Members are involved with those services so that the role is
more of a monitoring role, especially for Overview and Scrutiny.
The retendering of major contracts is also scrutinised by Overview and Scrutiny and relevant
Portfolio Holders are involved in determining future option of service provision.

Finance

What has been the impact of
recent financial constraints on
the Council’s activities?
Would a reduction in scope
and/or scale of council
business warrant a reduction
in the number of councillors?

The council has significantly reduced its expenditure over the past years, the councils net costs
have fallen by 16% from £ 61,741k in 2010/11 to £ 53,215k in 2014/15 (4 years). In addition,
staffing has been reduced by £2,188k.
Where the council’s money comes from: this table shows the main sources of income to the
council. The main reductions are on Service Grants & NNDR and this is due to a change in
Council Tax Benefits and the basis NNDR is allocated.

This reduction in income has been reflected in reduced expenditure, as the council has sought to reduce costs:
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Central Services
Cultural, Environmental and planning Services
Highway, Roads and Transport Services (if any
involvement)
Local Authority Housing (if any involvement)
Other Housing Services
Corporate and Democratic Core
Non Distributed Costs
Total

2010/11
Actual
£000
9,608
17,999
4,464

2014/15
Actual
£000
1,969
16,451
2,714

0
27,355
2,303
12
61,741

0
29,646
2,423
12
53,215

Change
£000
%
(7,639)
388
(1,548)
9.4
(1,750)
64.5
0
2,291
120
0
(8,526)

0
7.7
5
0
16

When analysing the type of spend, the reduction in costs has been mainly in Central Services, which is also related to the
changes in Council Tax Benefits.

Employees
Housing Benefits
Other Expenditure
Total

2010/11
Actual
£000
10,049
31,159
20,533
61,741

2014/15
Actual
£000
7,861
26,698
18,656
53,215

Change
£000
(2,188)
(4,461)
(1,877)
(8,526)

%
27.81
16.7
10.1
16

The cost of members allowances £223k in 2010/11 and £227k in 2014/15.
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If a reduction in the number
of councillors is proposed, to
what extent is this a reflection
of reduced activity of the
council overall, an
anticipation of efficiency
plans or a statement to local
people? Or none of these
things?

The reduction is a reflection of the Council’s vision to enabling and empowering communities
that means a reduction in the direct involvement of the Council with a corresponding reduction in
councillor workloads.
In addition the reduction is in anticipation of efficiency plans. Technology will increasingly
empower the public to resolve the issues themselves on-line directly with the Council rather than
rely on assistance from councillors. This will require fewer Councillors to act as intermediaries.
The Council will continue its journey as a solutions-based organisation that empowers its
members and staff to make decisions that benefit all our stakeholders. To enable this the
Council will continue to invest in ICT to enable members to be better informed and insightful
about the needs of local communities. This type of Modern Council requires fewer elected
members in the future because technology is making contact and work easier, and our approach
to Community Leadership empowers local people and promotes a wider understanding of the
Council.
The reduction is also to provide assurance to local people that the Council’s proposal is
supported by evidence and the Council considers that the reduction provides best value in
relation to Council Size as the Council has considered how many councillors are required to
allow key roles to be properly and efficiently undertaken.
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Electoral Review Member Survey Results
Survey respondents: 39 (70%)
Q4. In your role as Borough Councillor on average how many hours per month
do you spend on the following duties:
Attending formal meetings of Council, Executive, Committees etc




Highest: 120
Lowest: 2
Average: 16

Preparing for meetings, including reading background papers and reports




Highest: 40
Lowest: 2
Average: 11

Outside Body/Joint Committee meetings




Highest: 245
Lowest: 0
Average: 13

Interacting with your residents, e.g. emails, telephone calls, meetings, surgeries




Highest: 80
Lowest: 0
Average: 16

Local community interests, e.g. attending Parish Council meetings




Highest: 60
Lowest: 2
Average: 11

Other, e.g. travelling, training, informal briefings




Highest: 40
Lowest: 0
Average: 10

Q5. Do you feel the time you spend on the above duties is increasing or
decreasing since you have been a councillor?



Increasing: 36
Decreasing: 2
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Q6. Do you currently serve as any of the
following in the Council? please tick all
that apply

Q7. If applicable, on average how
many hours per month do you
spend on the additional role(s) you
have indicated above?



Executive Member
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Committee Vice Chairman
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

11 -15 hours



Representative on an 'Outside Body'

1- 5 hours



Committee Vice Chairman

6 - 10 hours



Leader
Executive Member
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Executive Member
Committee Chairman
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Executive Member
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

11 -15 hours



Executive Member
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Committee Vice Chairman
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

1- 5 hours



Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Committee Chairman
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Deputy Leader

1- 5 hours



Committee Vice Chairman

6 - 10 hours



Deputy Mayor
Committee Chairman

More than 15



Deputy Leader

6 - 10 hours



Leader

11 -15 hours
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Mayor
Leader
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Executive Member
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

11 -15 hours



Committee Chairman
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Executive Member
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

More than 15



Mayor

More than 15



Committee Chairman
Representative on an 'Outside Body'

11 -15 hours



Deputy Leader

1- 5 hours

Q8. How many Parishes are there within your Ward?
None
1
2
3
4 or more

-1
- 14
- 11
-2
- 10

Q9. How often do you attend Parish Council meetings?






Every meeting: 24
Most meetings: 11
Sometimes: 1
Rarely: 1
Never: 1

Q10. Please provide any examples of the work you do as a Borough Councillor
that shows how you interact with your communities e.g. residents groups etc?


I am on the village playground committee to raise funds and consult with the
community on this issue. I am a school governor at the primary school. I
am a committee member of the toddlers group.



Talk and listen to people if called upon to do so. by phone or at their homes



Parish Council Meetings Flooding meetings Inland water course meetings
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Any other meeting that concerns my ward


Allerdale Rep on Town Council - intermediary, adviser, interventions etc etc.
Lead on specific interest groups where required. Secure funding where
appropriate. Deal with outside bodies where appropriate. Always open for
individual issues.



I go to every parish council meeting that I can other than when on holiday.
There are always items such as waste collection (not yet fully rolled out into
my ward) and dog fouling that is prevalent everywhere, and planning matters
that have an impact on rural housing, schools viability and socio economic
frailties. All these re-occur with constant regularity. I have to deal with them
accordingly.



I am a member of the Highfield Residents Association. I was very prevalent
during the floods in December 2015, helping out at a centre for flood victims,
giving help and Advice.



Resolving elector’s issues & interceding in planning disputes.



Attending lunch clubs. Social events in the villages.



Mainly responding to planning issues reduction in village lighting street scene
issues



Speaking to a local business owner about issues with travellers. Dealing with
day to day issues for constituents



There is a lot more emphasis on elected members from the community, who
approach you on various matters, including Housing, car parking, flooding



Attend Parish Council meetings, Walkabouts around the Ward with Allerdale
Staff. Attend any extra resident meetings. Visit any resident that requests it.
Attend School meetings as requested.



Attending meetings called by residents. Preferred method of contact appears
to be telephone



Visit my Ward every weekday, verbally update on Council decisions and
activities.



Arranging public meetings (most recently around flooding in my ward). A host
of community engagement opportunities.



Meetings with residents groups when invited. Meetings with residents to
resolve problems. E.g. on site meeting to discuss parking issues. Attendance
at community events such as Fun Days, carnivals. Meetings. Case work
ranging from housing, children, schools, pest control, neighbour disputes,
anti-social behaviour.
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I oversee the contract that ABC (plus Copeland BC and Cumbria) have with
Sustrans for maintenance of the cycle path network in West Cumbria. I
regularly attend both Parish Councils and follow up any matters arising from
these meetings that involve ABC.



I am liaising with the borough on parking issues, bin collections, rating, flood
issues and anything I can do which Allerdale has impact on Keswick. In
addition I has been instrumental in taking over our public toilets from Allerdale
and buying the Moot Hall from Allerdale.



Meet with town traders, members of the public every day on anything and
everything involved with carnival and every town event as a Allerdale and
Town Councillor Mayor three time’s Vice chair and GP, regular door knock
and surgeries, meet with the Police and social Landlords. dealing with every
issues, available all the time every time



Attending locally arranged meeting and gatherings. live locally to ward so visit
regularly and meet locals as required



on a controversial housing development within my ward, although I was for
the development I spoke against and organised public meetings to get
community consultation. When the development was approved I arranged
further meetings with the public to hold the developer to account regarding the
conditions attached.
I also linked the residents up with contractors who
were disrupting access to their properties. I ended up with a one point of
contact with the main contractor which sped up the response to contractors



Attend all coffee mornings and community events/ fun days etc monthly
walkabouts on Salterbeck and Moos Bay catch bus weekly to talk to people.
Let the older residents groups know of any available grants and help with
applying. pop in school and help and support with events



I mainly interact with people in the community on a face to face basis. They
usually come to see me or phone first and call into the Centre where I work.
The problems come from a variety of backgrounds. My most recent case - I
along with Billy Miskelly and Neil Schofield recently attended a residents
meeting at Northside Community Centre about a problems with rats in the
area. Representatives from Allerdale Environment and Derwent and Solway
also attended. It was a very productive meeting which I chaired and we are to
meet again in one months’ time. However, many individuals come to me on
a weekly basis and ask me to help solve various problems, I am very
proactive and endeavour to help and support as many residents as possible.



Although I was only re-elected in March of this year, I have previously served
on this Council for two years representing a different Ward. The answers I
give are therefore based on both experiences as a councillor. Beginning
with parish council meetings, I attend as many of these as possible and make
a note each time of all issues where my assistance may be useful. These
may include planning, maintenance or any other matters which involve the
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Council. Parish council meetings are therefore usually followed up by phone
calls, meetings or sometimes site visits along with relevant council officers to
discuss and address residents' concerns. The results of these meetings will
be reported back to the parish councils together with any other Allerdale
business which is of relevance. I always make sure that I am fully prepared
before attending a parish council meeting. I endeavour to meet as many as
possible of the residents in the Ward by attending local events. For example,
one of the villages within the Ward is preparing a celebratory event to
commemorate the 250th anniversary of the birth of a famous resident. I am
fully engaged in the arrangements and am helping to arrange funding for an
'interpretive board' as a permanent reminder of this occasion. There are two
parishes within the Ward, one of which includes several settlements. My
previous Ward contained five parishes.


Parish councils, events in the parishes, parish meetings, meet with people
when they have a problem.



I live in Thursday, Allerdale and travel to ALL of the Parish council meetings
across the 160 sq. mile Crummock Ward. I am the Deputy Leader for the
Conservative group being very pro-active in the manner in which we as a
group perform with respect to our responsibilities as the main opposition
group. I regularly attend to Parishioners and constituents matters that are
within the remit of Allerdale BC for example representing said
individuals/groups at events such as presentations for the new United Utilities
pipeline going through large parts of Crummock Ward. I regularly take up
causes such as new PC noticeboards and ensuring the PC get as much
funding as possible. I also represent local interest in Planning matters as they
affect a LDNP Ward.



Main focus on community development/capacity building Solway View GP
Closure Campaign Group Park Lodge Residential Home Campaign Group
MRWS Campaign Group HGV on A596 Campaign Group member/3 year's
chair Aspatria Rural Partnership development work to fund and establish
CAB in Aspatria advisor/mentor to other community campaign groups prolific
letter-writer to local press member Allerdale Flood Action Group



Abbeytown sports area. Allonby area Silloth area refurbishment



Involved with my Ward Community centre. Currently involved in Save our
hospital beds where Hospital is situated in my ward Involved with all
community gatherings in my ward Visit schools in my ward



News Letters Residents Groups Work with Housing Associations
Councillors Surgery Working with MP and MEP



St Johns Residents Assn Ellerbeck Assn
Trust



Spend time in village. Facebook and Twitter. Parish meetings Church
services Speaking to local groups

Friends of Workington Hall

Civic
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Speak to Housing Associations and Borough Housing Department when
dealing with accommodation difficulties, repairs, overcrowding, environmental
health etc. Call-in planning applications which are of concern to residents.
Providing practical support for Foodbank.



I meet I talk I email when required I ring people



Registering community asset , helping PC register footpaths Chat in the
street



I attend various community groups and residents meetings Also I do regular
walkabouts in my ward, talking to the residents, spotting problems and being
proactive in getting the problems solved.

Q11. What is your preferred method of engaging with your residents /
communities?






Face to face/public meetings: 34
Social media/blogs: 9
Emails: 27
Telephone: 25
Newsletters: 6

Other:


I am always available - e.g. whilst out shopping or at my church I never deter
anyone wherever I am



I use a full range of engagement



Residents groups



parish council attendances

Q12. How do you deal with Casework?



Deal with it yourself: 23
Pass on to officers: 1

Other:


Some are passed to officers depending upon the nature of the complaint /
enquiry.



Mixture of both if the above



A mixture of both
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It depends on the problem and whether it requires officer involvement



I do a mix of both If I can deal with it myself I do, but I also pass it on to
officers



Both of the above apply but I always follow up with an explanation and always
say it might not be the answer you want but this is as it is



I deal with it myself but if I feel that expertise from officers would help I ask for
it on a case by case basis.



Question too simplistic. Role is to act as interface/facilitator between people
with issues and agencies that are causing them/can rectify them. So as a
councillor I am a lone case manager - dealing with it myself (in terms of
interacting with residents and administration) and networking with officers and
others to seek resolution.



I always initiate contact with an officer for information I sometimes need to
contact MP or Govt office for further assistance I also contact Utilities on
behalf of ward members



Both. I ask officers for facts etc



Don't understand. It's all casework if someone approaches you with an issue



On the whole I deal with it on my own, however there have been occasions I
have been given assistance by officers.

Q13. Do you feel the role of a councillor has changed over the last few years
and if so, how?



Yes: 23
No: 13

Q14. Could you please explain how you feel the role of councillor has
changed?


More interaction with local community. Less officers to deal with community
issues



The public have an increasing problem dealing with obstacles like call centres
it can be like crawling through treacle.



It has given me a different outlook interacting with my fellow councillors and
members of the public with all types of queries and problems. Is very
satisfying to know you are helping people to set their minds at ease you can’t
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please everybody but when you get it right it gives you a good feeling very
satisfying.


Much more expected by the community, particularly as social and economic
pressures increase



The speed of required attention to a complaint / enquiry has increased. The
public in a scattered community such as my ward require the ability to have
their problems resolved. I do spend time at lunches and teas with Northern
Fells to increase availability and accessibility of myself to my constituents



My role as a front line council and community champion has changed as I
have become more known so I get a lot of questions and problems, also to
give advice.



Change in legislation i.e. Bedroom Tax, Universal Credit etc has increased
workload



Being a front line ward Councillor, I feel people need to approach me with
problems or queries, anywhere, social events, shopping of even out for a walk



Lack of funding means that the community are more critical and can be
hostile.



Greater use of emails etc. More resident meetings.



More involvement and interaction with rate payers and their concerns.



It has become more complex and wider ranging.



There has been more need to be hands on with some of the budgetary and
internal issues of the council to ensure smooth delivery whilst budgets are
being cut.



A specific for me as a portfolio holder is there is much more focus on planning
application with a much stronger response with use from the internet.



More meetings and scrutiny seems to be doing less??



More vulnerable people are contacting me for help particularly homeless and
those on a very low income or have been sanctioned. They are a very needy
group of people.



I feel it has become more intense, with more time being took up with
homeless people and people who have little or no income.



As I continue to work in the Ward and become better known to the residents, I
would expect that there will be more requests for assistance and therefore an
increased workload.
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As group leader I have delegated more to others. I am also highly sceptical of
the ability of councillors to influence the Council, it's Committees and Panels
and especially Scrutiny. I am therefore spending more time supporting
community activists to add weight to their campaigns and influence.



More local engagement



Since the Cabinet style of governance was initiated it has increased the work
of all councillors. Scrutiny work is good for backbenchers and does keep
Cabinet members on their toes! There is much more reading to do and
preparation as well as watching central governments changes which impact
on my ward or on the Council



More work, e.g. email.



Less ability to "fix" things and curry favour by getting things done. More
strategic contexts and lack of spare funding mean you have to be ahead of
the game, not reacting; because by then it’s too late to change anything.
Executive members need to be much more strategic - there’s no slack in the
system. Scrutiny members equally need to be much more strategic; they have
not been keeping pace with the significant contextual changes of recent
years.

Q15. If applicable could you please tell us of any significant changes to your
workload that are likely to occur in the next 5 years?


Other than a u/u pipeline going through my ward nothing of any difference in
the near future



There are a number of large infrastructure projects planned for the area in the
near future that my increase my workload.



Further regional devolution will put more responsibilities to the coal face
representatives, increased by inability of districts and county to respond. I see
the third tier becoming the main interface with the electorate.



More planning issues that affect the rural areas viability. The ability of my
constituents to access their services is becoming of concern.



I am getting more workload on Housing advice as affordable rented homes
are becoming scarcer.



None know at this time



I have only been a councillor for a year, so I can't comment.



None
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None



Devolution and Elected Mayors, Unitary Governance



I think the workload for all Councillors has increased particularly Exec
members. We have more Strategic outside bodies, eg. CSP, Flood Forums
etc which take up an increasing amount of time. The devolution of more
responsibilities from Central Govt also impacts on the workload, the Council
having more responsibility and therefore accountable to the Residents. Whilst
areas such as Health Provision, Policing, Education are not the responsibility
of Allerdale as such, at a time when there are funding issues both Ward
Councillors and the Authority will be involved in trying to maintain these
services locally.



Additional large housing developments bring more issues.



The workload will increase, when devolvement of power will be delegated to
Local Authorities.



More constituents are increasingly contacting me via social media. I believe
this will continue to increase as it is so much easier for people to react or
enquire immediately on social media whereas in the past it was burdensome
for them to write a letter or meet face to face.



The continued reduction in budgets means more work will be required to find
alternative ways of providing the services. This may require considerable
consultation with other partners including residents.



Extra problems arising from more house building putting extra pressure on for
example school provision transport (both public and private).



Probably abolition when we go unitary



Less finances to tackle increases in demands to our electorate.



I think the workload will increase significantly. The average age of Councillors
will increase because of the problems for younger people having the flexibility
to carry out council duties. Women and working women will be marginalised
further as there are no facilities to accommodate child care, either crèche or
payments



possibly more meetings



I feel that Universal Credit and the Bedroom Tax will make many more people
vulnerable and under threat of extreme poverty and eviction. Therefore I
believe that the workload will increase significantly. St Michaels Ward is high
on the deprivation list and get the most Food Vouchers for the Food Bank
than any other ward.
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See 14. Also, I am currently a reserve member of the development panel and
a representative on the member development committee. I would hope to be
engaged on more committees in the coming years and am willing to
undertake training.



There has been lots of problems with wind turbines in my parishes. I have
tried to sort them out for people. There were also problems with solar parks.



The United Utilities Pipeline. Significant Planning issues in the LDNP
Potential Social issues connected with Council spending



I have absolutely no idea! I would have to be able to predict e.g. changes in
the Council Constitution or the impact of new legislation. I would also need to
know what decision the Boundary Commission takes on Council Size
(distribution of workload). What would happen if Labour lost overall control as
a consequence of e.g. by-elections? In less than 3 years’ time there will be a
new Council elected - I would need to be able to predict the outcome of that to
answer the question. How long is a piece of string?



Member reduction will increase local members workload



Devolution and Health and Social Care integration Both will require huge
changes for me and the Council



More housing being build. More emails. More people.



More pressure on Executive Members as choices get more difficult and
constrained



I have given up chair of scrutiny to become mayor, and may revert back .



Increased workload if further austerity measures are activated



Don't know, still learning the job



More social media interaction out of hours



I feel more work that had recently been done by CAB or social workers
coming to Councillors. Plus there is more poverty and deprivation than there
was.

Q16. Please make any further comments which you feel the Boundary
Commission may find useful when making their considerations?


It is important not to split communities that have a shared interest and history
and to look at TTWAs as a starting point and catchment areas for schools.



A lot of people in our part of the world do not like changes just because
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someone somewhere thinks it a good idea. We must speak to the people on
the ground before a decision is made


I do not feel overworked and any problem I may encounter I know I can ask
Officers for clarification or assistance



I see the workload on councillors has increased over the past 17 years
(possibly by a third) and as the offloading of responsibilities from
district/county to town/parish level continues as well as the responsibility for
funding local projects and issues, the work at the district/town interface will go
on increasing. Expectations by the electorate are much higher than before,
reinforced by social media pressures.



I have no idea what they envisage for my ward so can only guess that they
have a view that larger is better. But for who? Certainly not for the access it
offers for the residents. If they propose to remove 3 Cllr wards that is a plus,
and then to carve out a rural / urban mix then this will be for the better. As
long as the mix takes in the accessibility aspect of the rural part of the area.
They will have to look at the size of the parishes as they can be very large
and with poor access in the winter months.



Ward councillor’s means what the name suggests, someone in there who
people can approach with confidence, with confidential matters, the ward
councillor is a beacon in their community, someone who can act as an
advocate and a conduit between the community and the council.



Thursby parish should be in Carlisle District as that is the centre for all
services and work for the electors.



There are two councillors for our ward and I think this is important due to the
distance between villages and the difference between the profiles of each.



I firmly believe that Cockermouth is over represented with Council Members
and if reduced by 50% the remaining councillors would be able to cope
admirably



Leave it as it is



Ward Councillors are a conduit between the electorate and the council, and
play an integral part of civic Development



The size and population spread within Allerdale makes it very difficult to get a
consistent ward to ward structure. There are multi Councillor Wards in the
centres of population which geographically are small. But these contain the
main areas of Social Housing and the deprived wards.(Deprivation measured
by National and European criteria). And as such have the greatest number of
social problems, eg Housing, Benefits etc. The Rural wards do have pockets
of residents with similar issues but geographically cover many miles, and are
usually single Councillor Wards and cover multiple Parish Councils. These
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wards have issues related to isolation and transport etc. So a councillor to
area match is difficult. A single tier Authority solution would help this, but not
County wide. It would seem logical that whilst carrying out this review the
single tier Authority issue should be considered. It would seem to be a waste
of resources to have to go through a similar process again in a few years’
time.


Too many councillors across the County at all three levels, the move towards
combined authorities will alleviate the issue, but must be smaller geographical
areas than Cumbria.



I personally believe that Council members are too high and should be reduced
to at least 21 or one Councillor per ward.



Allerdale is a huge area with a very mixed demographic. I'm sure all councils
think there areas are unique but Allerdale is as it has so many facets. An
issue we face is in the diversity of age groups in Allerdale. At the moment we
are fortunate to have a few younger councillors but as careers morph there is
no guarantee that these young, well educated, energetic councillors will be
around in the future. If a council has to be smaller its surviving councillors
have to do more. This may put a lot off younger people (who themselves
represent a large and often disenfranchised sector of our population) from
standing due to financial, career and family conflicts.



Not all wards are the same. I represent an area of considerable deprivation
whose residents have greater need to services. Our council is committed to
reducing inequalities which is why we have a joint project with a housing
provider and others to help address these concerns. Children born in the
ward are statistically likely to die much earlier than children born in a more
affluent area. It requires Ward councillors to work more extensively on a wide
range of issues and projects.



Ellen ward covers quite a large area with two Parish Councils and several
villages some of which are seeing significant changes particularly much new
housing. This brings numerous problems which the electorate expect the
District Councillor to deal with. Any increase in the number of communities in
the ward is bound to make the work of the district councillors less effective.



Keswick is not really part of the West coast and neither is it in Eden. It is hard
to place.



Increase in property development, more increase in our local communities will
need to see local representation retained, this is the view of myself and
councillor Angela Kendall Netherhall ward we have been away for the whole
of June and have had problems with e mail access



The EU referendum has shown in some areas the frailty of the current
collection and up keeping of the register where thousands of people have
been added to the register in a short period of time, this will have skewed your
current data. If these people have registered, how many more people are
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disenfranchised by not having to register, particularly in the most deprived
wards where connection to the democratic system is poor? These are the
areas that are showing up the largest variances and there has been no
change in the makeup of these wards with mass demolition, if anything these
wards have had development and in some cases significant development
particularly Moss Bay ward


The fact that for my ward a substantial amount of houses being built will make
a big difference



At present we have 3 Ward Councillors and all of us are very active. I believe
that if the number of Councillors were reduced it would limit our ability to deal
with all the enquiries that come to us and put their views forward to the wider
Council through the Committee structure. This would be because less
members would be there to represent them on the various committees the
Council has.



I will be contacting the Commission separately with some other observations
relevant to this review.



My ward covers about a mile radius. If changing boundaries please consider
the distance to be travelled between parishes. Rural areas often get forgotten
about as they aren't hugely populated but they pay their taxes like everyone
else.



I have a huge largely unpopulated Ward which probably suits one Councillor
because of the natural borders of the ward which fit in easily with the socio
economic electorate.



The general public don't know/understand/care about the fact that local
government in this county operates at 3 tiers. When they have a problem,
they come to the councillor whose name they most recognise or who has a
reputation for being an effective advocate/problem-solver. I receive far more
casework relating to county matters than I do borough ones. I could take the
line "nothing to do with me" and bounce it back, but I know that in many cases
that is where the pressure would end - in limbo I therefore spend quite a
large proportion of my casework time in liaison with either the local County
Division Councillor and/or County Officers. Most members of the public do
not/refuse to understand the political process/how to engage i.e. if they fail
doing it their way, they just give up and blame 'the System'. (A cynic? could
convincingly argue that 3 tier working is an effective way or resisting pressure
for change). I am therefore also active within the Aspatria Rural Partnership
which is a self-selected Locality Group built from Parish level. Its area of
operation is not co-terminus with either borough Wards or county Divisions.
This can lead to duplication or triplication of effort. The notional advantage of
the Partnership is that all 3 tiers can be addressed/accessed via the one
meeting, and when it works, it works. But when it doesn't e.g. representatives
not empowered/organisational resistance, then duplication/triplication of effort
comes back into play. Ideally, parishes need to fit entirely within Wards, and
Wards entirely within Divisions. This would give an inherently inefficient
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system at least the opportunity to work more efficiently on behalf of the public.


Reducing the number of councillors should encourage elected members to
achieve a more knowledgeable and better commitment to the communities for
a better working of the council.



I feel that cutting numbers of councillors in urban deprived areas will be
detrimental. My ward work keeps me busy and I believe that my being
accessible at all times has kept me an elected member for so long The
Ward has many issues - poor educational attainment- social and financial
deprivation- Health issues - obesity- smoking- alcohol and substance misuse
which I strive to be involved in any measures I can initiate to assist
Ewanrigg Ward (includes Broughton Moor) needs 2 members It would be
impossible to adequately attend to the needs with any less



More Housing. More People. More work.



O&S is grossly under powered and under resourced in Allerdale BC



I am also a County Councillor. Any changes to ward boundaries should be
done in conjunction with becoming a unitary authority. The needs of
communities should also be considered Some areas of high deprivation can
generate extensive caseloads , it is not dependant purely on head of
population



I ask that in any considerations undertaken to keep in mind that because
Allerdale Borough is in a rural setting do not use an urban model.



Nothing to add, only been doing it for a year



The rural communities have fewer representatives than the urban.



At times the workload for the three councillors who represent St Michaels
ward is overwhelming and we struggle to cope, I feel we need at least three
councillors to do the workload we get.

Member Development
Strategy
Review April 2015

“Allerdale – a great place to live, work and visit”

Introduction
1.
Member Development
Local Authorities have an obligation to ensure that they support effective elected Members' working
to provide and improve corporate governance, local democracy and local services.
Allerdale Borough Council recognises that members have a pivotal role in taking forward the
corporate improvement agenda and that its success will depend on elected members having the
capacity to provide best possible services to its residents.
All members whether newly elected or experienced will benefit from the opportunities available for
specific learning and continuing development in order to fully appreciate and contribute to the
dynamic service delivery agenda and to update and refresh the skills and knowledge required. All
members need to understand the scope and scale of the role in order to be able to identify the
personal development needs that will enable them to fulfil the ever increasing individual and political
demands.
All elected members, including those in scrutiny roles, should expect to challenge their council to
improve. That includes challenging themselves along with the culture, people and standards required
in Allerdale Borough Council in order to improve and to excel in service delivery.

Culture
A culture that values and exploits
the power of information

Commitment from members to an
evidence-based culture
Information used by members and senior
officers to drive better services and more
efficiencies
A collaborative, challenging and
demanding approach to creating better
information

People
Expert, professional, well-trained
people, working in effective ways

Good interpretation skills
Analytical resource focused on supporting
decision making
Recruitment, retention and development of
skilled people.

Standards maintained through a
Standards
Good data quality and information common competency framework
Excellent data quality
shared effectively with partners
Established data-sharing

The Member Development Strategy is designed to equip Members with the skills and knowledge to
answer the following questions;
Is there a commitment from members to an evidence-based culture?
Do I know what information I need to make a decision?
Do I routinely demand relevant, high quality, well presented information?
Do I regularly challenge senior officers and analysts on the information received?

Is information used by members and senior officers to drive better services and more
efficiency?
What information underpins our strategic and financial planning?
Is service planning based on sound information from a range of sources?
How has information helped us to make savings?
Do we identify scope for further efficiencies from evidence on costs and performance?
Do we all work together to get the right information for decisions?
Do we discuss the information we need to make decisions with those charged with providing it?
Do we ask for the right information as a result, and do we get what we ask for? Are our staff talented,
professional, well-trained people who work in effective ways?
Do our senior decision makers have good interpretation skills?
Have I received training, mentoring or other support on interpreting information? How helpful was
this?
How are we improving the training, mentoring or other support on interpreting information for senior
decision makers?
Are we well supported in our decision-making roles?
How do we ensure we attract, keep and develop good analysts?
How can we be confident that they are doing the work we need them to do that will best support our
decision making?
Do we have good data quality and do we share information effectively with external partners?
Is information valued throughout the council, with consistently high standards applied at all levels?
How do we ensure everyone values information?
Do I get the information that I need? Does it meet the criteria for good information?
How have we improved the way information for management meetings and Executive is presented?
How can we improve it further?
Do we have excellent data quality?
How do we know we can trust our data?
Where are we most at risk from poor quality data? What action are we as members taking to address
these risks?
Do all staff take personal responsibility for data quality? How do we as members know?
What data sharing protocols do we have?
How well is information shared internally across directorates and the corporate centre? How will we
know if this is a problem?
Are we sharing data effectively with external partners? What do our partners think?
What data sharing protocols do we have? How robust are they?

2. Member Development Strategy
The strategy has been developed by the Member Development Working Group, in consultation with
other councillors, and sets out development priorities and commitment for the forthcoming year and
ensures that relevant support is available to our members. The strategy is a working document,
regulary reviewed to ensure it is linked to the Councils priorities and is meeting the needs of
members.

3. The aim of the Strategy is to:







Support and enhance the Executive, Scrutiny and Representational roles of councillors through
learning and development
Encourage all members to take advantage of the learning and development opportunities
available
Ensure that all newly elected members are properly inducted into the Council
Raise the profile of Allerdale by ensuring each member has access to training and development
which will improve the quality of their role and the service they give to the public
Create a clear Member Development Plan based upon individual needs and the needs of the
Council as a whole
Contribute to the Council’s corporate priorities through learning and development

4. We will ensure that:











All Councillors are encouraged to develop their roles in conjunction with the Member Role
Descriptions which can be found in the Council Constitution
All Councillors are made aware of development opportunities available on a regular basis
All new Councillors will be actively supported by Officer Mentors
Members Learning Styles are identified and delivery methods are appropriate to those Learning
Styles
All Councillors complete a Personal Development Plan (PDP) to assist them in identifying their
learning and development needs
The process of learning and development will be conducted in accordance with the Council’s
Equal Opportunities Policy
An assessment will be provided upon request, of how we can assist those with special
requirements, family or work commitments to carry out their role as a Councillor
Development activities will be assessed to ensure value for money in accordance with the
Council’s financial Standing Orders and events will be reviewed to ensure quality and
effectiveness
We will create the right environment where learning is encouraged and supported
In order to develop links with all parts of the community, training and development will be carried
out where possible, on a partnership basis with the County, Districts and Town and Parish
Councils, third sector organisations and other public sector agencies

5. Roles and Responsibilities
Councillors: The Council expects individual members to take responsibility for the identification of
their own learning and development needs
Member Development Working Group: The MDWG will oversee member development on behalf of
the Council and agree all development strategies and programmes and support and encourage all
members in identifying needs and providing learning and development opportunities

Democratic Services Officers: Will support members, devise and deliver a comprehensive
development programme, increase awareness of development opportunities and assist with Personal
Development Plans.

6. Member Development Working Group
The multi-party Member Development Working Group (MDWG) oversees, and acts as champions for,
member training and development activities.
The group meets on a regular basis to discuss and review the Council's progress in delivering and
achieving effective training and development for members.
Each member champion is responsible for relaying information back to their respective group and
ensuring that the Council's Member Development Strategy maintains a high profile.
The Terms of Reference of the MDWG are, to;
1. Consider, approve and encourage learning and development activities to promote the
continuous improvement of Allerdale Borough Council and its members
2. Recommend, review and amend as necessary the Member Development Strategy
3. Recommend, review and amend development documents, processes and procedures as
necessary
4. Agree, monitor and review a Member Development Plan for the year ahead (or beyond) in
respect of the Member Development Strategy and within budget
5. Develop an Induction Programme for all newly elected councillors
6. Oversee maintaining the standards of the North West Employer’s Organisation Charter for
Member Development, achieved in 2013
7. Operate as a forum to discuss all member learning and development requirements

7. Member Development Plan
The Strategy is linked to the Member Development Plan which details learning and development
activities to address identified priorities for the forthcoming year. The Plan is published annually with
additional updates throughout the year.
The development priorities are identified through alignment with a series of activities and objectives:

Outputs from Personal Development Plans

Legislative requirements

Agreed service priorities

Council Plan priorities
A range of methods, locations and times are employed in delivering training to take account of
personal circumstances, backgrounds and learning styles. A mixture of blended learning, in-house
workshops and external events all help to give a balanced approach and maintain flexibility.
Common themes from the Personal Development Plans, information from the Training Needs
Analysis and consultation with all groups will inform the content of each years Plan. The programme
is not a full and exhaustive list of training, but likely to be supplemented by further sessions as and
when required throughout the year.

8. Personal Development Plans
All Allerdale members are encouraged to complete a Personal Development Plan (PDP). This is a
tool to help members identify their own development needs and take responsibility for their own
learning and to enable the Council as a whole to deliver and resource an effective Member learning
and development programme.

9. Training Needs Analysis
A Training Needs Analysis (TNA) will be undertaken at least every two years. The results of this
analysis will indicate the collective learning and development priorities for forthcoming years and will
feed in to the PDP as well as the overarching Member Development Plan.

10. Induction
All Councillors will be required to undertake an Induction Programme in the first few months following
election covering the basic areas of knowledge necessary and to participate within a supportive
environment.
Induction sessions will be held throughout the first few months and these sessions will be shared
between this Council and neighbouring Councils.
These induction sessions will be open to existing and re-elected Councillors as refreshers .
Each new Councillor will receive an Induction Pack containing helpful and practical information to
assist them in the first few months in their new role and will be assigned an Officer Mentor who they
can contact for any questions or queries.
Refresher courses will be held annually in respect of each of the Council’s committees. The courses
will take place at or before the first meeting of each committee following the annual meeting and will
outline the terms of reference and provide any information needed to participate fully in the work of
the committee.
11. Partnership Working
Allerdale will work in partnership with neighbouring authorities and other relevant organisations to
share best practice in member development activities. Development opportunities will also be offered
to neighbouring authorities where possible.
The MDWG will endeavour to hold regular joint meetings with neighbouring authorities to promote
partnership working, share best practice and resources and encourage joint training and
development activities when ever possible.

12. Skills Requirements – Mandatory Training
Executive
Members of the Executive are to undertake an annual development session.
Executive members will also be required to attend Scrutiny training to develop a basic understanding
of the workings of the committees.
Overview & Scrutiny Committee
Members of the Overview and Scrutiny Committees are to undertake an annual training and
development session in addition to the induction/refresher course.
Licensing Committee and Development Panel
Members of the Licensing and Development Panels are to attend a mandatory training session in
respect of legislative provisions and guidance at or before the first meeting of the committee following
the AGM.
Membership of these committees will be lost, subject to confirmation by Council, if this training is not
undertaken within three months of becoming a member.
Members will also be required to undertake refresher courses as and when provided by the Council.
Standards Committee
Code of Conduct training is mandatory for members of the Standards Committee in addition to
attending the refresher courses.
Audit Committee
Members of the Audit Committee are to attend a mandatory training session in respect of Audit
functions and responsibilities at or before the first meeting of the committee following the AGM.
Chairmen and Vice Chairmen
Chairmen and Vice Chairmen of committees are to undertake a mandatory Chairing Skills course
within six months of becoming a Chairman.
Chairmanship will be lost, subject to confirmation by Council, if training is not undertaken or
scheduled before the end of the six month period.

IT
All Councillors will be required to develop basic IT skills. An assessment will be available to ascertain
current skills and training will be provided to meet any development needs. Intermediate and/or
Advanced courses will be made available to allow for development of IT skills.

13. How will we measure our effectiveness in implementing the Strategy?


Councillors feeling more confident in their role



Councillors stating that their knowledge of modernisation, Scrutiny, ethics has increased



An increase in the number of councillors undertaking development activities

14. North West Employers (NWE) Charter for Member Development
The Council has adopted the principles and standards of the NWE Charter for Elected Member
Development.
The purpose of the Charter is to raise the profile of elected member development, encourage local
authorities to provide training and development for their members and award authorities for best
practice.
Allerdale Borough Council was awarded the Level 1 Charter in 2004 and was successfully reviewed
at Level 1 in 2008 and again 2013.
This means that through preparation, portfolios and assessments, Allerdale Elected Members and
Officers have demonstrated their commitment to improving performance through the development of
members.
15. Review and Evaluation of Strategy
As far as practicable, all member development activities will be evaluated.
Furthermore, year by year, all planned development activities will be reviewed and all members will
be consulted on their ongoing development needs.
The Strategy will be reviewed by the Member Development Working Group.
If members have any queries or wish to discuss their learning and development requirements in more
detail they can contact;
Gayle Roach, Democratic Services Coordinator;
Telephone: 01900 702817
E-mail: gayle.roach@allerdale.gov.uk
Or a member of the Member Development Working Group

Community Leadership
Supplement to the Member Development Strategy
In a climate of political and economic uncertainty, the ability of elected members to work effectively
with and on behalf of their communities is now more important than ever.
The role of the councillor as a community leader has never been more vital. Changes in local
government have, over the past few years, reshaped the way elected members work and how they
engage with the communities they represent. The Localism Act will have further significant impact on
how elected members relate to their communities.
For many English local authorities, the role of elected members has become a critical issue. A key
question is how councillors should operate locally and strategically, in the context of growing interest
in neighbourhoods, greater emphasis on local partnership working, the adoption of third-sector
commissioning strategies and the pace of change in many communities.

The Member Development Working Group support the following eight key roles as proposed
by the Local Government Association (LGA) for elected Members as community leaders;
1 Making things happen
2 Standing up for communities
3 Using resources effectively
4 Being accountable
5 Building vision and direction
6 Working in partnerships
7 Listening and involving local communities
8 Building skills in local communities

The Member Development Working Group also accepted that in order to become more
effective Ward Councillor, Community Leaders should aspire to;
 Being accessible to all parts of the community, not just people who share their values.
 Being a skilled advocate for the community with a high profile locally.
 Being the first port of call rather than the last – for the community and officers.
 Having real powers of scrutiny and action, and real budgets to do things locally.
 Having a much bigger role in the community – in decision making, scrutiny and getting local
issues heard.

 Being a real source of local intelligence – for communities and the council.
 Being able to speak freely about issues affecting their communities.
 Becoming someone who can educate communities about how to work with their elected
member, the council and other bodies.
 Being able to make better-informed decisions locally and strategically – that means having
access to the right information and intelligence, and playing a bigger role in local partnerships.
Potential Next Steps
As part of the Member Development Strategy the issue of Community Leadership is an area where
support can be offered by way of training and advice. This can be delivered as a workshop
supplemented with policy updates on up and coming legislation including;
Welfare Reform Bill
Open public Services White Paper
Health Service & Police reforms
Reform of Local Government Finance
Public expenditure cuts
National Planning Framework
Localism Bill
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